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Advances in Magnetics
Biomedical Nanomagnetics: A Spin Through Possibilities in Imaging,
Diagnostics, and Therapy
Kannan M. Krishnan
Department of Materials Science, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195-2120 USA
Biomedical nanomagnetics is a multidisciplinary area of research in science, engineering and medicine with broad applications in
imaging, diagnostics and therapy. Recent developments offer exciting possibilities in personalized medicine provided a truly integrated
approach, combining chemistry, materials science, physics, engineering, biology and medicine, is implemented. Emphasizing this perspective, here we address important issues for the rapid development of the field, i.e., magnetic behavior at the nanoscale with emphasis
on the relaxation dynamics, synthesis and surface functionalization of nanoparticles and core-shell structures, biocompatibility and toxicity studies, biological constraints and opportunities, and in vivo and in vitro applications. Specifically, we discuss targeted drug delivery
and triggered release, novel contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging, cancer therapy using magnetic fluid hyperthermia, in vitro
diagnostics and the emerging magnetic particle imaging technique, that is quantitative and sensitive enough to compete with established imaging methods. In addition, the physics of self-assembly, which is fundamental to both biology and the future development of
nanoscience, is illustrated with magnetic nanoparticles. It is shown that various competing energies associated with self-assembly converge on the nanometer length scale and different assemblies can be tailored by varying particle size and size distribution. Throughout
this paper, while we discuss our recent research in the broad context of the multidisciplinary literature, we hope to bridge the gap between related work in physics/chemistry/engineering and biology/medicine and, at the same time, present the essential concepts in the
individual disciplines. This approach is essential as biomedical nanomagnetics moves into the next phase of innovative translational research with emphasis on development of quantitative in vivo imaging, targeted and triggered drug release, and image guided therapy
including validation of delivery and therapy response.
Index Terms—Biomedical engineering, diagnostics, imaging, magnetic relaxation, nanotechnology, small particles, superparamagnetism, therapy.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

WO of the many grand challenges in biomedicine are to
detect disease at the earliest possible time, prior to its
ability to cause damage, and to deliver treatment at the right
place, at the right dose and at the right time. The former requires
advances in diagnostics and imaging and the latter would benefit from new modalities of treatment including targeted drug
delivery, possibly, with a triggered release. In this context, it
is worth mentioning that targeted delivery would minimize adverse toxicity when compared to general intravenous administration where the chemotherapeutic agents, in spite of being
very toxic, are delivered at 10–100 ppm level to the regions of
interest [1]. In addition, another ongoing challenge in biomedical nanoscience is to build from the “bottom up”, especially in
vivo, a complex hierarchy of structures using nanoscale building
blocks. The physical principles of this process of self-assembly
that nature does so well—transforming the genetic code (DNA)
into the fundamental biological building blocks (cells) and then
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constructing the complete organism—is, as yet, not well understood. Here, we comprehensively address these issues emphasizing the use of magnetic nanoparticles that can be synthesized with high monodispersity, exploiting their size-dependent
physical characteristics, functionalized for biocompatibility and
their magnetic properties optimized to combine both therapeutic
and diagnostic (hence, called theranostic probes in personalized
medicine) functionalities.
In general, current synthetic protocols allow the size range
of nanoparticles to be selectively tailored to enable very high
levels of interaction with a variety of biomolecules. For example, nanoparticles can bind to a single or a small number of
biological entities such as proteins (5–50 nm), genes (10–100
nm) and viruses (20–450 nm). They can also interact with a
). Further,
single cell-receptor or penetrate cells (10–100
magnetic nanoparticles provide unprecedented levels of new
functionality. For example, by manipulating magnetic nanoparticles with external field gradients, applications can be opened
up in guided transport/delivery of drugs and genes, as well as
immobilization and separation of magnetically tagged biological entities. Magnetic nanoparticles also resonantly respond to
an alternating or time-varying magnetic field. The Brownian relaxation of larger particles can be used for biological sensing or
triggered drug release and exploiting the Néel relaxation of superparamagnetic [2] particles is an effective way to heat up the
nanoparticles and the surrounding tissue by transferring energy
to them from the external magnetic field. In this way, localized
heat can be delivered to targeted sites such as tumors; a form
of cancer therapy called hyperthermia [3]. Alternatively, such
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heating can be combined with chemotherapy or radiation [4],
for a mild increase in tissue temperature is known to enhance
the destruction of malignant cells and thereby increase the effectiveness of the chemo-radiation treatment while minimizing
dose [5]. These are a few of the many possibilities (Fig. 1) that
magnetic nanoparticles offer as imaging, diagnostic and therapeutic tools in biomedicine [6]–[10] as well as in other areas of
life sciences [11], [12].
Ultimately, to address the first grand challenge in biomedicine, mentioned earlier, it is important to develop approaches
for the earliest detection and monitoring, in vivo, of markers
for cancer and other disease such as atherosclerosis. Presently,
clinical imaging methods lack the spatial resolution for early detection based purely on lesion anatomy. Hence, all the imaging
methods use a contrast enhancement agent, comprised of a
signal amplifying material conjugated to a targeting agent, to
identify molecular markers expressed by specific malignancies.
Contrast agents based on nanoparticle technologies are candidates for these molecular imaging modalities and especially,
have been shown to be very effective in magnetic resonance
imaging applications. For example, highly lymphotropic superparamagnetic nanoparticles have been used in MRI imaging
to reveal [13] small nodal metastases in patients with prostate
cancer not detectable by any other non-invasive methods.
Similarly, targeted nanoparticles were used for quantitative
imaging with MRI of sparse molecular epitopes [14]. Finally,
magnetic nanoparticles with dual functionality—cross-linked
iron oxide combined with a near-infrared optically detectable
fluorochrome—were used for preoperative and intra-operative
imaging of a brain tumor [15]. Broadly speaking, these approaches form the basis of the emerging discipline of molecular
imaging [16] which can be defined as the “visual representation,
characterization and quantification of biological processes at
the cellular and sub-cellular level within intact living organisms” and the images produced reflect cellular and molecular
pathways and in vivo mechanisms of disease present in environments that are physiologically authentic. In this context,
details of contrast enhancement in magnetic resonance imaging
and the emerging technique of magnetic particle imaging are
also discussed in later sections (Section VI).
Magnetic materials are known to play a significant role in
biology [17] and medicine [18]. Biochemically precipitated
magnetite [19], also known as biogenic magnetic nanoparticles,
has been found in tissues of various organisms including bacteria, algae, insects, birds and mammals. Many of these diverse
organisms use biogenic magnetite to sense the earth’s magnetic
field for orientation and navigation [20]; however, the details of
such magnetoreception [21] are still in debate. Complementing
these biogenically synthesized magnetic nanoparticles, beginning in the 1960s when the first stable ferrofluids was prepared
in the laboratory [22], numerous chemical methods for their
size-controlled synthesis in either organic or polar solvents
have been developed [23]–[26]. We shall address the chemical
synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles and core-shell structures,
emphasizing their design (Section III) and surface functionalization (Section V). Before that, in Section II, we introduce
some general concepts of nanoscience and nanotechnology
and review size-considerations both in terms of magnetic
behavior and biological constraints. These nanoparticles are
an excellent system to illustrate a key point in the physics of

Fig. 1. Magnetic nanoparticles in biomedicine. (a) Prior to use, the surface of
the magnetic nanoparticles must be modified to provide both biocompatibility
and functionality (specific binding and targeting moieties). (b) They can then
be guided to the targeting location either using tailored magnetic field gradients or by injecting into the appropriate vasculature. (c) After localization at the
target, the magnetic properties of the particles provide novel functionality. This
could be as contrast agents for established imaging methods such as MRI or
the development of new imaging modalities such as Magnetic Particle Imaging.
(d) The dynamic relaxation of the nanoparticles, when subject to an alternating
magnetic field can be used for therapeutics (hyperthermia), imaging (magnetic
particle imaging) or diagnostics (biosensing). (e) The functionalized molecule
on the surface could be a drug that can be released in response to external stimuli
such as pH, temperature or an alternating magnetic field. (f) Moving the particles with magnetic field gradients allows for magnetic targeting, delivery and in
vitro separations and diagnostics; the latter can be effective in ultra-immunoassays where only small quantities of blood (such as in infants) can be drawn to
concentrate the signal.

self-assembly: the convergence of competing energies on the
nanometer lengths scale and how the self-assembly process
can be controlled by a single parameter, i.e., nanoparticle size
and distribution (Section IV). Finally, biomedical applications,
including diagnostics, therapy and imaging, are discussed in
Section VI.
II. NANOMAGNETISM IN THE CONTEXT OF BIOMEDICINE
A. Brief Remarks on Nanoscience and Nanotechnology
Over the past decade, nanoscience and nanotechnology has
captured the imagination of scientists, engineers, governments,
funding agencies, investors, industry, and the public alike [27].
There is much hyperbole: for example, cars (Tata Nano in India),
retail chains (Nano Universe in Japan) and even microfabricated
nanotoilets [28] have all been associated with the term nano.
From a scientific point of view the principal question to ask is,
when does miniaturization become nanoscience and nanotechnology? Or, as we make the size smaller, are there characteristic length scales below which phenomena, normally observed
in macroscopic dimensions, would be substantially different?
In general, to answer this question we could look at three representative phenomena: quantum, electrostatic and magnetic behavior of materials. It is well known in quantum mechanics [29]
that the ideal model of a “particle in a box” gives rise to energy
(where is the Planck constant and
level spacings,
is the mass of the particle) that are inversely proportional to
the size, , of the box. Setting these energy level spacings of
the order of the thermal energy,
, (25 meV at room tem7–10 nm. In fact,
perature), we get a characteristic size
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this model has been readily applied to semiconductor quantum
dots that can be synthesized to emit colors across the entire
range of the visible spectrum [30]. Similarly, when objects are
made very small there is an energy associated with transferring
a single electron to them. This charging energy, called Coulomb
where is the diameter of the
blockade [31], is given by
, we get
particle. Again, setting this energy of the order of
. Lastly, of particular relevance to this paper, magnetic moments can be destabilized by thermal energy, a phenomenon referred to as superparamagnetism. The spin-flip energy
barrier for such reversal is proportional to the volume (see next
section). Again, at room temperature and typical measurement
times of 100 s, we can obtain a characteristic radius,
or diameter,
; note that the nanoparticles we synthesize for biomedical applications (Section III) are in this size
range.
An alternative, thought-provoking way to define the length
scales where nanoscience and nanotechnology become operative is to look at traditional disciplines. On some reflection, it is
clear that below a critical length scale, say 10 nm, it is difficult
to distinguish between what is, for example physics, chemistry
or biology. Perhaps, it makes sense to suggest that it is precisely
this length scale, below which it is difficult to distinguish between traditional disciplines, where nanoscience and nanotechnology are predominant. Nevertheless, as will be illustrated in
the rest of this paper, to carry out significant work in biomedical
nanomagnetics, it is imperative to have a multidisciplinary perspective and bring a coordinated expertise in physics, chemistry,
biology, materials science, etc., to the problem at hand. In this
spirit, we will start by discussing magnetic behavior as a function of size, including superparamagnetism, and then address
size-constraints in biology, in the context of in vivo biomedical
applications.

is found to vary among different materials. In real materials,
changes in magnetization direction occur via activation over an
energy barrier and associated with each type of energy barrier
is a different physical mechanism and a characteristic length.
These fundamental lengths are the crystalline anisotropy length
, the magnetostatic length
and the applied field length
. Here is the
inter-atomic exchange, is the anisotropy constant of the bulk
material and the applied field. In principle, if multiple barriers
are present, for a given time, the one with the shortest characteristic length determines the material’s properties [35]. For a
general anisotropy, , a characteristic time for reversal, , is
; see Fig. 2(b). If the meadetermined as
surement time (typically 100 s) is considered, one can then deat room temperature or, for a
termine a characteristic size
given volume, a characteristic temperature called the blocking
temperature, , that defines a transition from ferromagnetic to
a thermally unstable or superparamagnetic behavior (Fig. 2(c)).
For slightly larger particles, it is also important to consider what
is the critical size that determines whether it is favorable to be
uniformly magnetized (single domain), or to break into multiple
domains to minimize their overall energy. Using theories for domain stability in fine particles [36] and bulk properties available
in the literature, one can determine the characteristic size up to
which single domains are stable [37]. This series of magnetic
“phases” as a function of size is shown (Fig. 3) for different
below
ferromagnets and includes a “single domain” size
which the material will not support a multi-domain particle [38]
defined by the superparamagnetic effect [39]
and a size
below which a spontaneous flip in magnetization occurs due to
thermal effects at room temperature.

B. Superparamagnetism and Size-Dependent
Magnetic Behavior

For in vivo applications, it is important that magnetic
nanoparticle formulations have the ability to overcome the
main biological barriers that prevent them from reaching their
targets [40]. Examples of such barriers include the protective
exclusion by the blood-brain barrier [41] or the vascular endothelium; the typically higher osmotic pressure [42] in cancer
lesions causing the outward flow of any therapeutic agents
and the clearance from circulation by the reticulo-endothelial
system (RES) [43]. Like macroscopic biomaterials [44], host
and material response is a concern for nanoparticles and their
surfaces. Interestingly, in some areas these constraints have
enabled easy targeting, for example in the liver and kidneys,
due to size-selective filtering by these organs.
Cells are the building blocks of biology and even though
they are tens of microns in size, their interactions with external
objects, such as nanoparticles, take place at their extremities,
i.e., the cell walls. The cell walls or the plasma membranes are
bilipid layers, typically 5–10 nm in thickness. The transport of
objects such as nanoparticles into the cells may be accomplished
by the formation of vesicles, derived from folds or invaginations
of the plasma membrane. These processes, broadly classified
as endocytosis [45] (uptake of fluids, dissolved solutes and
suspended macromolecules) and phagocytosis [46] (uptake of
particulate matter, with specialized cells capable of “eating”
in diameter), have to be considered,
particles as large as 0.5

There are clearly two limits to magnetic behavior of materials
as a function of size and dimensionality. At one end of the spectrum (bulk) the microstructure determines the magnetic (hard
and soft) behavior. Generally, the microstructure is a function of
the processing method and our understanding of it is qualitative
and empirical at best. At the other end, as the length scales approach the size of domain wall-widths (nanostructures), lateral
confinement (shape and size) and inter-particle exchange effects
dominate, until finally, at atomic dimensions quantum-mechanical tunneling effects are expected to predominate [32].
Considering only dipolar interactions between magnetic particles, the spin-flip barrier for a small magnetic object [34] is a
and
product of the square of the saturation magnetization,
.
its volume
Thus, for small volumes the magnetic reversal energy is small
enough that the moment becomes unstable, or thermally activated. As a first approximation of this characteristic size, one
can set the simple magnetization reversal energy equal to the
at room temthermal energy, i.e.,
perature, and for typical ferromagnets obtain a characteristic
5–10 nm, below which ferromagnetic behavior gives
length
way to superparamagnetism (Fig. 2(a)). In practice, this length

C. Biological Constraints and Opportunities
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Fig. 2. (a) Materials show a wide range of magnetic behavior. At one end are the non-interacting spins in paramagnetic materials (bottom) characterized by a
linear susceptibility that is inversely dependent on the temperature (Curie law). At the other end, we have ferromagnetic materials (top), characterized by exchange
interaction, hysteretic behavior and a finite coercivity, H . If we now reduce the size of the ferromagnetic material we may ultimately reach a size where thermal
energy (k T = 4 10
J, at 300 K) can randomize the magnetization, such that when there is no externally applied field the magnetization measured in
a finite time interval (typically, 100 s) is zero. Such materials show no coercivity and behave as paramagnets with a large moment, or as superparamagnets. (b)
The randomization of the magnetization takes place by excitation over an energy barrier given by the product of the anisotropy constant, K , and the volume, V .
Note that the relaxation time,  , depends exponentially on the energy barrier, KV , and hence to reproducibly control the magnetic behavior of superparamagnetic
nanoparticles, narrow size distributions are required. (c) Superparamagnetic nanoparticles are defined in terms of a characteristic size, D , or a characteristic
temperature called the blocking temperature, T , such that, for a given measurement time, a sharp division from superparamagnetic to ferromagnetic behavior
can be observed. (d) The magnetic response, M(H ), characteristic of a superparamagnetic material is described by Langevin functions. The M(H ) data is for
magnetite particles prepared for magnetic particle imaging (Section VI-E) and also shows the good fit of the data to the Langevin function. Note that the Langevin
function is also used to describe the force-displacement behavior of proteins and the protein unfolding dynamics [33] of importance in biology. This is because
both phenomena arise from energy barriers and classical statistical mechanics.

2

Fig. 3 On the nanometer length scale magnetic materials, at a given temperature, show distinctly different behavior as a function of size; most noticeably,
this is observed in nanoparticles. For diameters, D < D , they exhibit superparamagnetism; for D > D , they split into multiple domains to minimize
their overall energy and in between, D < D < D , they are ferromagnetic
and single domain. These characteristic sizes depend on their intrinsic properties
(saturation magnetization, M , anisotropy constant, K , and exchange stiffness,
A) and can easily be calculated. Critical sizes for the observation of superparamagnetism, D and single-domain, D behavior in a variety of common ferromagnetic fine particles are shown. A measurement time of 100 s is assumed
in all cases.

especially for in vivo applications. In most animals/mammals,
phagocytosis is a protective/policing mechanism, where a
variety of phagocytes, including macrophages and neutrophils,
wander through the blood and tissue and phagocytize invading

organisms, dying cells and debris, including any nanoscale
objects introduced through the vasculature. Such mammalian
phagocytosis is enhanced by blood-borne factors, such as
a family of proteins called opsonins, that in vivo not only
coat the nanoparticles but signal their presence as well. Such
opsonin-tagged particles are then recognized and bound by
receptors on the surface of the phagocytes prior to uptake.
A significant benefit of nanoparticles is that they can be injected and circulate for extended periods of time within the
vasculature providing access to areas of the body not otherwise accessible. After injection, magnetic nanoparticles circulating within the blood, transfer to the interstitial fluid (extravasations), then to the lymph (drainage) and eventually return to
the blood via lymphatic vessels through chains of lymph nodes
[47]. The rapid delivery of nanoparticles in the blood to the interstitium of the tissues is also based on diffusion and the sizes
of the pores of the capillary; hence, the endothelial cells lining
their walls regulate the permeability of the agents. Blood capillaries are different in various organs and may be broadly classified into four categories [48] (Fig. 4). In the brain the endothelial cells lining the vasculature (Fig. 4(a)) are connected with a
tight junction (blood brain barrier, BBB) and even small molecular contrast agents cannot diffuse into the extravascular space.
This is how the brain protects itself against infection. Therefore, to penetrate the BBB,1 any nanoscale package (comprised
1Other ways to disrupt the BBB by osmotic means are either biochemical
using substances such as bradykinin or physical by high-intensity focused
ultrasound pulses. Alternatively, active approaches such as attaching the protein
“transferrin” or specific antibodies results in “transcytosis” of nanoparticles
through the BBB.
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Fig. 4. Different classes of blood capillaries. (a) Tight-junction capillaries
found in the blood-brain-barrier (BBB). The “gaps” between the endothelial
cells are extremely small; in many ways this is how the brain protects itself
against infection. On the other hand, penetration of the BBB may be possible
with extremely small ( 2 nm) nanoparticles. (b) Continuous capillaries found
in most tissues; (c) fenestrated capillaries, includes kidney, intestine and some
endocrine and exocrine glands; (d) sinusoidal capillaries include liver, spleen
and bone marrow. The last two are part of the filtration system where the
kidneys remove objects below a certain size ( 50 nm) and the liver/spleen
prevent objects than a certain size from circulation, thus setting both an upper
and lower bound. Note that, if the nanoscale magnetic package is less than 50
nm it can be passively targeted to the kidney. Adapted from Okuhata (1999)
[48].





of the nanoparticle core and all molecules functionalized on its
surface) has to be extremely small, i.e., of the order of 2 nm
(see Section VI-D). The majority of tissues (muscle, skin, lung
and connecting tissue) have continuous capillaries (Fig. 4(b))
and particles/molecules larger than 8–10 nm cannot diffuse into
these tissues. Charge and concentration further complicate this
simple picture. Note that a pore size of 6 nm, can accommodate a macromolecule of 20 kDa in size, if it were globular
and 50 kDa if it were a linear-shaped molecule.
Foreign bodies, such as macromolecules or nanoparticles,
less than 50 nm in diameter are filtered and excreted from
the kidneys (renal filtering), which have fenestrated capillaries (Fig. 4(c)). Such fenestrated capillaries are also found
in gastrointestinal mucosa, endocrine and exocrine glands.
Larger particles, diameter 200 nm, are cleared in the liver and
spleen where sinusoidal capillaries are present (Fig. 4(d)). In
other words, blood filtration by the reticulo-endothelial system
(RES) establishes a lower ( 50 nm) and upper ( 200 nm)
bound for nanoparticle circulation. Note that because of its role
in blood-filtration, the kidney can be readily, and passively,
targeted; i.e., if magnetic nanoparticles, including the functionalized molecules on their surface, are below a critical size
they will be automatically delivered to the kidney. Similarly, it
is also well known that tumor capillaries are more permeable
than continuous capillaries and are nearly fenestrated, enabling
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indirect tumor targeting and delivery of nanoscale packages.
This is known as the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR)
effect [49], which refers to the fact that the vasculature supplying cancer lesions may be highly permeable and tumors
lack an effective lymphatic drainage system. The EPR effect
especially allows nanoparticles in the size range 10–100 nm to
preferentially accumulate in tumors and is an emerging strategy
for nanoparticle-mediated targeting or delivery [50]. Other
approaches for specific cell-targeting include pH-sensitive and
thermosensitive liposomes which can selectively release the
cytotoxic agents in the targeted area due to local changes [51]
in pH (see Section VI-D) or due to forced local heating [52]
(hyperthermia).
Conversely, rapid clearance of nanoparticles from circulation
can substantially reduce their biomedical functionality. Active
clearance of nanoparticles is mainly due to their recognition
by macrophages of the mononuclear phagocyte system [53].
Nanoparticles have a large surface to volume ratio and tend to
absorb plasma-proteins (opsonization), which are easily recognized by macrophages making them vulnerable to rapid clearance before reaching their target. Negatively charged and essentially neutral particle surfaces provide the largest circulation
times [47]. Progress in reducing the rapid clearance and enhancing the circulation time has been achieved by developing
coatings of high-density polymers [54] and by the creation of
liposomes containing glycoproteins, albumins or derivatives of
poly-ethylene-glycol (PEG) [55]. Such PEG-coated nanoparticles (liposomes) are in an intermediate size range. They are
small and hydrophilic enough to slow down opsonization and
reticuloendothelial absorption, but large enough to avoid renal
filtering [56]. The overall size of the nanoparticles (hydrodynamic size), surface charge and functionalization play a large
role in their distribution [57] and circulation time [7]; however, these parameters may change upon interaction with blood
constituents.
In summary, it is important that magnetic nanoparticle
formulations have the ability to overcome the main biological
barriers that prevent them from reaching their targets [40].
However, intravenous injection of nanomaterials introduces
new concerns such as dosage, distribution and circulation times
making their use and development similar to pharmaceuticals.
Of consequence to this work are possible changes in magnetic
behavior upon injection and interactions with cells such as
specific binding and endocytosis. These interactions can also
result in nanoparticle agglomeration or regions of high concentration with inter-particle interactions leading to altered
magnetic properties; for in vivo applications, these should be
avoided or, at least, appropriately included in modeling the
magnetic behavior. It seems appropriate to learn from nature
and design long-circulating magnetic carriers based on healthy
erythrocytes (red blood cells) that evade the macrophages of
the immune system and transport oxygen over a life span
of 100–120 days. Many physicochemical and physiological
factors control this long circulation time of red blood cells.
These include surface characteristics (surface charge, membrane phospholipids composition, surface antigens) and bulk
properties (shape and deformability); for example, red blood
cells protect their surface, avoid opsonization and macrophage
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surveillance with a protective coating of hydrophilic oligosaccharide groups. They are also deformable which allows them
to bypass the spleenic filtration process. Translating these and
other microbial surface strategies would be effective in the
engineering of long-circulating, macrophage-evading, functionalized magnetic nanoparticles [58].
III. CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF MAGNETIC NANOPARTICLES
AND CORE-SHELL STRUCTURES
Nanostructured materials in the size-range identified in Fig. 3,
which can be considered to be zero-dimensional objects, can
be made by three distinct approaches—metallurgy, lithography
and chemical synthesis. The metallurgical approach involves the
synthesis of alloys by rapid solidification that on subsequent annealing phase segregate with a microstructure on the nanometer
length scale. Such an approach is used for preparing very soft
[59] or very hard [60] magnets. The former is achieved by creating nanoscale crystallites that are randomly oriented but interact strongly to give a very small effective anisotropy by directional averaging. On the other hand, large anisotropies and
coercivities very close to the theoretical maximum can be obtained by creating isolated magnetic nanostructures dispersed in
a non-magnetic matrix [61]. For biomedical applications, where
isolated nanoparticles in free form are required, such metallurgical methods are not very attractive. The alternative, wellknown method to create nanoscale objects is by lithography.
This top-down approach, carried out with either electrons or
photons, is both time consuming and expensive but recent developments in nanoimprint lithography (NIL) [62] using prefabricated stamps, appropriate deposition, followed by particle
release hold much promise, especially for making synthetic antiferromagnetic particles [63] of any shape, incorporating multiple layers and with size 100 nm. The third approach, discussed here, is to chemically synthesize nanoparticles, including
a wide-range of metals, alloys, core-shell structures or oxides,
and this can now be carried out with a high degree of reproducibility with control of size, shape, narrow size-distribution
and morphology to obtain tailored magnetic properties.
Biomedical applications require magnetic particle cores
with several well-defined and reproducible structural, physical,
chemical and pharmacological properties. In general, the requirements include: (i) non-toxic material (ii) good response
to an applied static/dynamic field tailored for the specific
application, (iii) negligible remanence to ensure minimal or
no magnetic interactions and agglomeration when the external
field is switched off, (iv) well-defined size, monodispersity and
preferably, the smallest size possible because smaller particle
have larger “total” surface areas for functionalization, (v) good
and redox
structural and chemical stability under different
conditions, (vi) ease of production and (vii) minimal cost.
Further, the surface of the particles should, when necessary, be
modified to (a) stabilize the colloidal dispersions, (b) ensure
biocompatibility and prevent non-specific interactions with
the medium and, (c) facilitate the attachment of functional
groups that are necessary for applications based on interactions
ranging from non-specific (ionic, hydrophobic/hydrophilic,

hydrogen bond), through group-specific (chelating, dye ligand)
to specific-affinity (avidin-biotin, antigen-antibody, enzyme-inhibitor, etc.) interactions. The design, chemical synthesis
and development of such optimized magnetic particles, or
nanovectors [64], for biomedical diagnostics and therapy are
discussed in this section. We begin with Co and
nanoparticles, which are model systems for synthesizing highly
monodisperse particles from metal-organic precursors. This
is followed by magnetic oxides, mainly magnetite and MnO.
The former is the really important nanoparticle for in vivo
applications in biomedicine. Those familiar with such chemical
synthesis, surface functionalization and cytotoxicity, and would
like to focus on applications may skip directly to Section VI.
A. La Mer Synthesis of Highly Monodisperse Nanoparticles:
Cobalt as a Model System
The classic study by La Mer and Dinegar [65] has shown
that the colloidal synthesis of monodisperse nanocrystals consisting of three components (precursors, organic surfactants
and solvents) requires a single, temporally discrete nucleation
event, followed by the slower, controlled growth on existing
nuclei. The principal advantage of this method is that highly
monodisperse nanoparticles are synthesized; the main disadvantage is that the synthesis is carried out in organic, non-polar
solvents and the particles are hydrophobic requiring a further
phase transfer to make them hydrophilic. The required growth
parameters can be achieved by the rapid addition of reagents
(precursors) into a hot coordinating solvent containing surfactants (Fig. 5(a)). The temperature is kept high enough to
decompose the reagents, transforming them into active atomic
or molecular species (monomers) with concentration above
the nucleation threshold. This supersaturation is relieved by
a short burst nucleation of nanocrystals. Upon nucleation the
concentration of monomers in solution drops below the critical
concentration for nucleation; the existing nuclei then grow by
the incorporation of additional monomers present in the solution. For crystalline nanocrystals to form in this thermolysis
process, the constituent atoms should be able to rearrange,
overcome thermal barriers, and anneal during the growth.
Hence, the temperature for growth of the nanocrystals must be
chosen to be high enough to promote this atomic rearrangement
and annealing. However, nanocrystals melt [66] at substantially
,
lower temperatures (reduction of the melting temperature,
by a factor of 1/2, compared to the bulk, is often observed for
nanocrystals 2–3 nm in diameter) which is driven by the fact
that in the nanoscale the surface energy of the liquid phase
is much smaller than the corresponding solid with crystallographic facets, edges or corners. Thus, inorganic colloidal
nanocrystals can be grown at substantially lower temperatures
where organic molecules such as surfactants are stable. For
this synthesis to be effective, appropriate precursors such as
organometallic compounds, that rapidly decompose to produce
monomers, need to be identified. The best precursors are simple
molecules (e.g., metal carbonyls) with “leaving groups” (e.g.,
CO) that readily depart leaving behind the desired monomers.
Another important parameter influencing crystal growth is the
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Fig. 5. (a) The La Mer synthesis of nanoparticle by injecting metal-organic precursors in a coordinating solvent containing surfactants. (b) This causes a temporally discrete nucleation event and under appropriate conditions, is followed by size-selective focused growth. As a result, highly monodisperse nanoparticles
are produced (figure from Murray, Norris and Bawendi, JACS, 1993). (c) Spherical " Co nanocrystals; inset shows SAD patterns (d) hcp cobalt nanodisks;
(e) inset shows a HREM micrograph with the basal plans (c-axis) normal to the nanodisks. The shape anisotropy prefers their magnetization in plane while the
Au nanoparticles: z-contrast TEM image, (g)
magnetocrystalline anisotropy favors a magnetization normal to the plane of the disks. (f) 9 nm diameter Co
high resolution TEM image showing heterogeneous nucleation of multiple Au grains around the Co core; (h) ZFC/FC magnetic measurements of Co
Au
nanoparticles, inset 5 K hysteresis; (i) UV-visible spectra showing a characteristic optical signature, i.e., a shift in the Au absorption towards the infrared when
compared to pure gold nanoparticles.

0

strength with which the surfactant molecules adhere to the
surface of the growing crystal [67]. The adhesion should be
strong enough to protect the crystals with a monolayer coating,
on average, to prevent them from agglomeration but, locally,
weak enough to allow the surfactant to exchange on and off
the surface of the growing crystal [68]. The latter ensures that
regions of the surface of the crystal are accessible for growth.
Examples of such surfactants that “dynamically solvate” the
new crystal include alkyl phosphine oxides, alkyl phosphinic
acids, fatty acid and amines and some nitrogen containing
aromatics. In addition, the surfactants form complexes with
the reactive monomer species. The diffusion rate and stability
of these complexes in solution, as well as the adhesion of the
surfactants to the growing nanocrystal surface are both temperature dependent. Hence, choosing the right temperature is key
to controlling the growth of the nanocrystals. The variation in
growth rate as a function of size has been studied in detail [69].
For small sizes with very high surface energies, the crystals
are unstable due to the large number of surface atoms and lead
to negative growth. At large sizes, with small surface/volume
ratios, the crystals are stable and grow. The critical size, where
the crystals neither grow nor shrink, depends on the concentration of monomers, with high monomer concentrations forming
smaller sizes. The peak in growth rate with size is simply an
effect of the geometric factor (growth of larger crystals require

the incorporation of many more atoms compared to smaller
crystals). Moreover, if the monomer concentration is high,
smaller crystals will grow more rapidly than larger ones. This
leads to a spontaneous narrowing of the size distribution; a
process called size-distribution focusing [70] that has been well
demonstrated in experiments [71].
In general, to obtain monodisperse nanocrystals, it is desirable to temporally separate the nucleation from the growth step
(Fig. 5(b)) and essentially, the nucleation must occur on a short
time scale (as in the rapid injection of precursors). Alternatively
[72], such synthesis can also be accomplished by mixing the
reagents at a temperature low enough to preclude any reaction.
Then the chemical reaction is accelerated by the increase in
solution temperature at a controlled rate to achieve the required
supersaturation, which is followed by the burst nucleation.
The temperature is then adjusted to keep the rate at which the
reagents react to be less than the rate at which the material is
added to the existing nuclei. Thus the supersaturated state is
never revisited and there is no further nucleation. Again, as in
the injection method, the size distribution of the nanocrystals
is limited by the short time period during which the nuclei are
formed. Adjusting the reaction conditions, which include time,
temperature and concentrations of surfactants and precursors,
in a systematic way allows good control of the crystal structure
[73] and nanocrystal size in the synthesis. In general, tailoring
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the ratio of the concentration of precursors to that of the surfactant controls the size since a high surfactant/precursor ratio
favors the formation of a larger number of smaller nuclei and
thus a smaller nanocrystal size. Alternatively, the particle size
can also be controlled either by the binding strength or the steric
bulkiness of the surfactant stabilizer. Short chain surfactants
(e.g., tributylphosphines) allow faster growth resulting in bigger
particles while bulkier ones (e.g., trioctylphosphines) slow the
rate of materials being added to the nanocrystals leading to
smaller size. Similarly, using a pair of surfactants, one (e.g.,
carboxylic acid) which binds tightly to the nanocrystal surface
and hindering growth and the other (e.g., alkylphosphine)
binding weakly and promoting growth, has also been shown to
be an effective way to control size.
When carbonyls are decomposed in the presence of stabilizing surfactants, in the limit of slow growth rates under
thermodynamic control, equilibrium nanocrystals with spherical shapes (Fig. 5(c)) and broad size distributions are formed.
Many such systems also exhibit a second growth phase called
Oswald ripening [74] where the high surface energy of the
small particles promote their dissolution and the materials are
re-deposited on the larger nanocrystals. This also increases the
size distribution. If the growth rate is further increased beyond
this focusing regime, nanocrystals with a variety of anisotropic
shapes (such as disks, rods, etc.) are formed [75], [76]. Such
kinetic control of shape [77] can be further facilitated using
selective adhesion of surfactants [78]. The rate of adhesion of
surfactants and their dynamic exchange rate in solution are
different for different crystallographic faces of a faceted crystal.
Organic molecules that preferentially adhere to specific crystallographic planes can be used to modify their relative growth
rates when compared to the rest resulting in anisotropic shapes.
This approach has been demonstrated [26] for the growth of
cobalt disks (Fig. 5(d)) by injecting cobalt carbonyl into a
mixture of trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and oleic acid. At
a fixed oleic acid concentration, the diameter of the nanodisk
is proportional to the concentration of TOPO. High-resolution
electron microscopy images (Fig. 5(e)) show that the short
direction of the nanocrystal is along the (0001) direction of
cobalt crystal, demonstrating that TOPO stabilizes the
the
non-basal planes and decreases their growth rates. A much
simpler process to generate such cobalt nanodisks using a linear
amine, instead of TOPO, has also been developed [79]. In summary, in such thermal decomposition synthesis the surfactants
play a critical role in controlling the final morphology of the
nanoparticles (details can be found elsewhere) [67].
B. Synthesis of Magnetic Oxide Nanoparticles
Iron oxides are a well-studied magnetic material for use in
biological applications and their biocompatibility has been well
documented [80], [81]: acute and chronic studies show no hepatotoxicity (damage to the liver and a parameter used to determine toxicity of drugs) in rats receiving large dosages of
iron oxide particles [82]. Iron oxide nanoparticles, albeit with
very large size distributions, are commercially available and
have FDA approval for use as MRI contrast enhancers [83].

Metallic and alloy nanoparticles have very good structural and
magnetic properties; however, in addition to being susceptible
to oxidation, which substantially changes the magnetic characteristics, their enhanced toxicity also prevents them from being
considered for in vivo applications [84]. On the other hand, fer(maghemite) and
rimagnetic oxides of iron,
(magnetite), are biocompatible and in various stages of clinical trials [85], primarily as MRI contrast agents, and a number
of successful methods have been developed to prepare them
as nanoscale particles. A common preparation method is Masand
by a base, such
sart’s co-precipitation [86] of
as NaOH, in an aqueous solution [87]. This method has the
advantage of being able to prepare large quantities but is limited by the difficulty in tailoring the size or the size distribution of the nanoparticles, as there are only kinetic factors to
control in the synthesis. Alternatively, they can be prepared by
chelate in the
the thermal decomposition of a solution of
presence of hydrazine [88] or by the sonochemical decomposisalts followed by heat treatment [89].
tion of hydrolyzed
These methods are limited by the fact that the pH of the reaction mixture has to be adjusted during both the synthesis and purification stages and the preparation of smaller, superparamagnetic ( 20 nm) nanoparticles is difficult. Surfactant molecules
in solution spontaneously result in tight spherical aggregates
called micelles (diameter 1–10 nm) or microemulsions (diameter 10–100 nm). On the outside, these micelles can expose either the hydrophilic part of the surfactant to a polar solvent (direct micelle) or the hydrophobic part to a non-polar solvent (inverse or reverse micelle). In the latter case, formed in a
non-polar hydrocarbon solvent, a pool of water can be readily
stabilized inside the micelle, resulting in a constrained nanoreactor of a well-defined size for the formation of nanoparticles.
Using aerosol or sodium dioctylsulphosucinate as the surfactant system in iso-octane to form reverse micelles, a number
and
of spherical magnetic nanoparticles, including
, with sizes in the range of 5–50 nm and a size-distribu10%, have been prepared by the oxidation of ferrous
tion
salts [90], [91]. These methods though very popular, generally
produce a broader size distribution.
Alternatively, to prepare highly monodisperse magnetite particles, the solution phase decomposition of iron precursors at elevated temperatures has also been successfully extended to prepare oxide nanoparticles. For example, the rapid injection of an
iron cupferrous complex,
, into trioctylamine at 300
results in the synthesis of
nanoparticles [94]. Alternatively, the injection and decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl
to form monodisperse iron particles, followed by their mild oxidation using trimethylamine N-oxide, results in
nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution [95]. In practice,
is followed by a long incubation period
the injection of
before the nucleation takes place as a sudden burst. This is because
in the presence of oleic acid forms a number of
intermediate species, which function as the monomer complex
[96]. As their concentrations increase beyond the nucleation
threshold, burst nucleation takes place and the nuclei then grow
into nanocrystals. Interestingly, as a result, this synthesis is more
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Fig. 6. (a) Synthesis of magnetite is a two-step process: first Fe nanoparticles are synthesized and then subsequently oxidized to form Fe O . (b) The as-synthesized particles are coated with a layer of surfactant (oleic acid) making them hydrophobic but stable in non-polar solvents. (c) HREM micrograph confirms the
synthesis of high quality, defect free nanocrystals. (d) An electron energy loss spectrum. (e) The ratio of the Fe L =L edges is 4.8 and corresponds to Fe O
(magnetite) [92]. Magnetite nanoparticle size shown as a function of molar ratio of oleic acid to iron pentacarbonyl; (f) 2 nm particles made in a 1:1 synthesis (g)
7 nm particle made in 2:1 synthesis (h) 11 nm particles made in a 3:1 synthesis [93].



reproducible as it is independent of the rate of the initial rapid
injection. Moreover, the synthesis parameters in this two-step
process can be modified to produce
(magnetite). The size
can be controlled by varying the molar ratio of the surfactant
(oleic acid) to iron pentacarbonyl (Fig. 6(f)–(h)) with higher ratios of surfactant to iron pentacarbonyl resulting in larger particles. However, higher ratios of surfactant to iron pentacarbonyl
also increase the time prior to nucleation. Therefore, higher concentrations of surfactant also cause an increase in the size distribution due to the extension of the nucleation process and limit
the maximum size of monodisperse nanoparticles achievable
with this method to 12 nm. To synthesize larger magnetite
nanoparticles ( 30 nm diameter), an alternative procedure involving the high temperature pyrolysis [97], [222] of the metal
fatty acid salt (ferric oleate), the corresponding fatty acid (oleic
acid) and a hydrocarbon solvent (octadecene) can also be implemented. This is a two-step process: preparation of ferric-oleate
nanoparticles, and produces
followed by the synthesis of
larger (diameter 15 nm) ferromagnetic particles at room temperature, albeit with a much broader size distribution.
Monodisperse magnetite particles can also be directly synthesized [25] from a high temperature (265 ) reaction of iron
acetylacetonate in phenyl ether in the presence of alcohol, oleic
acid and oleylamine. Using these smaller magnetic particles
as seeds, larger monodisperse magnetite nanoparticles, without
any size-selection procedure, up to 20 nm diameter can be
synthesized. The quantity of nanoparticle seeds can be used
to control the final size of the magnetite nanoparticles. These

nanoparticles, can be transformed either
as-synthesized
by annealing in
or to
by annealing in
to
a mixture of Ar and .
For reproducible magnetic characteristics, it is important
and maghemite
to distinguish between magnetite
. It is difficult to unequivocally distinguish between the
crystal structures of magnetite and maghemite from standard
X-ray
scans. However, in addition to channeling methods
in electron microscopy [98], [99] the oxidation state of Fe in
the nanoparticles can be determined by measuring the electron
edge in a TEM (Fig. 6(d)).
energy-loss spectrum of the Fe
For the forward scattering geometry in a TEM, dipole selection
rules
apply. Then, the ratio of the
to
transitions is a very good measure of the
iron oxidations state [100].
Magnetic nanoparticles synthesized in organic solvents are
coated with a layer of surfactants (oleic acid, TOPO, etc.)
to keep them stable, but this also prevents the particles from
dispersing in aqueous solutions. For biological applications
nanoparticles must be water-soluble. A robust protocol [101]
for the transfer of oleic acid coated nanoparticles to the aqueous
phase with the biocompatible co-polymer, Pluronic F127, has
been developed. Phase transfer of nanoparticles is nontrivial as
this process may result in agglomeration [102], either due to
their strong van der Waals and/or magnetostatic interactions,
thereby negating the benefits of the initial monodispersity.
The success of the phase transfer protocol can be routinely
evaluated by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements
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Fig. 7. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements of 9 nm diameter magnetite particles before (left/black) and after (right/red) coating with Pluronic F127.
The configuration of the coated particle is also shown. The coating of pluronic is 23 nm and the equivalent increase in the hydrodynamic volume of the nanocrystals is confirmed by the DLS measurement.



to ensure that the majority of the particles are individually
transferred. For monodisperse nanoparticle transfer, we expect the hydrodynamic radii of the particles to increase by
23 nm (Fig. 7), corresponding to the typical size of a F127
micelles [103]. Moreover, no changes have been detected in
the saturation magnetization of the nanoparticles with values
remaining as high as 96% of the theoretical value before and
after Pluronic-F127 coating and phase transfer.
The surface coating of nanoparticles is very important in
determining their fate for both in vitro and in vivo applications. Numerous other coatings of amphiphilic molecules are
being developed, another example being poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) (PMAO), which consists of alternating
hydrophilic-hydrophobic groups in the form of anhydride and
16-carbon length alkane units, respectively [270]. Anhydride
rings are bi-functional, they can participate in reaction with
mono-amine or hydroxyl terminated poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) and also hydrolyze in water to release carboxylic acid
groups that can be used for bio-conjugations [271]. It is important, for in vivo applications, to test the stability of the particles
not only in water but also in biological medium (typically,
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) is used). Further, care should be taken to
determine whether the inorganic nanoparticles are individually
coated or they are composites consisting of multiple cores.
In the latter case, interparticle magnetic interactions can arise
and complicate the interpretations/tailoring of their magnetic
relaxation dynamics. However, a standardized approach to
design nanoparticles, prepared in organic solvents and coated
with amphiphilic polymers, for biomedical applications has
been recently proposed [272].
C. Core-Shell Structures
The strategies developed for the synthesis of nanoparticles
in homogenous solution can be generalized by separating the
stages of particle nucleation from its subsequent growth. When
the nuclei are different from the available monomer materials,
particles composed of binary elements are synthesized provided
conditions suitable for heterogeneous nucleation can be generated in solution. Further, depending on the solubility of metals
in each other at the reaction temperature, these structures can
grow along two different pathways, either by surface diffusion
to form a core-shell structure or through inter-diffusion to form
alloy particles. The final morphology of such binary particles

is dependent on their bulk thermodynamics: for immiscible
heterogeneous systems core-shell structures (Fig. 5(f)–(i)) are
obtained, while miscible systems lead to alloy nanoparticles
[104]. Since the biological applications of ferromagnetic transition metal (e.g., Fe, Co and Ni) nanoparticles are limited
by their poor biocompatibility and resistance to oxidation,
preparing them in core-shell morphology may be desirable.
One approach to chemical stabilization is the deposition of
insulating shells on the nanoparticles surface to prevent the reaction of oxygen with the surface atoms. Usually, an inert silica
coating on the surface of magnetic nanoparticles reduces their
aggregation in a liquid and improves the chemical stability. At
the same time, the silanol surfaces can be modified with various
coupling agents to covalently attach specific bioligands to the
surfaces of the magnetic nanoparticles [105], [106]. In addition
to silica, noble metals can also be deposited on the magnetic
particles. The advantages of coating gold as the shell on the
magnetic core include exceptional stability of aqueous dispersions; easy surface modification that allows the preparation of
nonaqueous colloids; easy control of inter-particle interactions,
both in solution and within structures through shell thickness.
Further, if the shell can provide additional functionality, such
as sensitivity to optical probes [107] and other biomolecules, it
would be highly desirable for a number of applications.
Chemical synthesis of gold-coated magnetic nanoparticles
have been reported by different groups [108]–[111]. However,
in addition to reproducibility, the growth processes do not lend
themselves to the production of uniformly coated core-shell particles because the synthesis environment is rich in oxygen and
the presence of water accelerates the formation of cobalt hydroxide. Moreover, in these methods, the use of a strong reducing agent (borohydride) makes the reduction reaction too
rapid to form a uniform shell. It is also possible that instead of
forming a shell, individual Au nanoparticles are formed. Using
pre-made cobalt nanoparticles as seeds, a gold shell has been
grown in solution by slowly reducing a low-reactivity gold precursor with a weak reducer under mild conditions (85–105 )
nanoparticles. The characterization of
to form
nanoparticles is non-trivial and a number of
such
complementary methods have to be employed to unequivocally
confirm the core-shell morphology. For example, the contrast of
the particles in routine transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images (not shown)—lighter core and darker shell—suggests
the core-shell structure is formed. High resolution TEM imaging
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show a single crystal Co core uniformly surrounded by multiple
gold grains, suggesting that gold has multiple nucleation sites
on cobalt seeds during synthesis (Fig. 5(g)). The image clearly
shows the structure of the shell, but the core is not well resolved
due to it being both in a different crystallographic orientation
and embedded inside the thin shell. Lattice spacing of 0.204 nm
and 0.102 nm, directly measured from the image, corresponds
to fcc Au (002) and (004) planes. An inverse Fourier transform
analysis was performed on separate images from different regions of the Au shell, and the projected symmetry of local images fits well to fcc Au structure as well. The observation of
edges in electron energy-loss spectroscopy using a 1
nm probe focused on the core, (and absence of the peak when
focused on the shell) can confirm the distinct chemical nature of
the core (Co) and shell (Au) [112].
Complementing a detailed TEM analysis, bulk structural and
magnetic properties of these nanoparticles can also be investigated, on powder form samples, by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry, and the optical properties, in solution form, by UV-Visible spectrophotometry. The temperature dependent magnetization measurements show a narrow peak at 55 K, suggesting the
magnetic size of the particle is about 6 nm with a narrow size
distribution by comparing with pure cobalt nanoparticle measurement (Fig. 5(h)). At lower temperatures (5 K) the nanoparticles show hysteresis behavior consistent with the ferromagnetic state (Fig. 5(h), inset). In addition to the intrinsic magnetic properties of the cobalt core, the gold nanoshell brings in
unique biocompatibility and near infrared optical activity. The
plasmon-derived optical resonance of the gold shell can be dramatically shifted in wavelength from the visible region into infrared over a wavelength range that spans the region of highest
physiological transmissivity. From UV-visible spectra, pure Co
nanoparticles show a continuous increase in intensity with decreasing wavelength and no peak is observed; pure Au nanoparticles show a characteristic peak around 530 nm; however, a relatively strong peak at 680 nm was observed for the Au shell
absorbance of these Co-Au core-shell nanoparticles (Fig. 5(i)).
This red shift from 530 nm to 680 nm compared to similar size
individual gold nanoparticles provides a distinct optical signature for these core-shell particles and confirms the existence of
the core-shell structures.
Since the activation energy for heterogeneous nucleation is
generally lower compared to homogeneous nucleation, in a heterogeneous solution with seed crystals under mild condition, it
is preferable for the existing monomers to nucleate on the seeds
rather than self-nucleate [113]. However, if the reaction condition is really vigorous, self-nucleation will occur spontaneously.
A highly reactive monomer, over-saturated precursor, or a significantly high reaction temperature may also induce this condition. In practice, several aspects have to be considered to synthesize binary nanoparticles. First, low monomer reactivity and
concentration is preferred to avoid the occurrence of self-nucleation. Second, the reaction temperature has to be low enough to
prevent self-nucleation but high enough to bring the original surfactant coatings on seed surface into a dynamic state, allowing
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for the occurrence of heterogeneous nucleation. Third, attention
has to be paid to the effects of temperature on the inter-diffusion
of these two materials. Compared to the homogeneous solution,
the activation energy of the nucleation on seeds in a heterogeneous solution is dependent on the wetting angles and the size
of the seeds [114]. The wetting angle of gold on a cobalt surface, based on their surface and interfacial energies, is
.
On a spherical cobalt nanoparticle with a curved surface, optimal nucleation of an Au shell is observed experimentally for
cobalt seeds 5–8 nm in diameter [115].
Larger cobalt seeds induce higher heterogeneous nucleation
rate, resulting in less control on the growth process of the
core-shell nanoparticles. This limitation on synthesizing larger
nanoparticles can be overcome by using an
alternative synthesis driven by a displacement reaction on the
surface of cobalt nanoparticles (Fig. 8). Here, the surface of the
cobalt nanoparticle is sacrificed sequentially as the reducing
agent for the gold metal deposition on its surface. Hysteretic
magnetic properties of nanoparticles depend critically on their
size and since the size of the magnetic core decreases with time
in this displacement reaction, magnetic measurements provide
a unique and systematic way to monitor the formation of the
morphology. As expected, starting with a ferromagnetic particle, the coercive field can be seen to decrease as
the reaction progresses [116].
Another core-shell nanoparticle of interest as a
MRI
contrast agent is an MnO nanoparticle core coated with a silica
MRI contrast agent is a high moment,
shell. A typical
ionic species such as chelated Gd complexes. However, these
are difficult to target and do not show any time dependence.
can be functionalized for specific targeting
(Section V) and the shell can be modified to control the re, over time, at mildly acidic cellular pH (see
lease of
Section VI-E for details). The synthetic procedure for preparing
MnO nanoparticles is a modified version of a method proposed
by Park et al. [117]. A stock solution of the Mn-surfactant
complex was prepared by reacting 0.2 g of
with 2
mL of oleylamine at 100 . The stock solution was cooled to
room temperature and 10 mL of trioctylphosphine was added.
The resulting solution was kept at 280
under vigorous
stirring for 1 h. The initial yellowish color of the solution
gradually turned brownish black, indicating that nanoparticles
were generated. The reaction mixture was then cooled to room
temperature and the nanoparticles were obtained by adding
ethanol, followed by centrifugation. The nanoparticles could
be redispersed in non-polar solvents such as hexane or toluene.
The nanocrystals were monodisperse and 10 nm in diameter
as confirmed by TEM (Fig. 9(a), inset). Moreover, the peaks
scans were indexed as single-phase MnO
in the XRD
(Fig. 9(a)). Bulk MnO with the rock salt structure is antiferromagnetic with the Néel temperature,
. However,
these single-phase, pure, monosize MnO nanoparticles 10
nm in diameter show anomalous behavior at low temperature.
Scaling analyses [118] of these MnO nanoparticles point at a
spin-glass-like state with the freezing temperature of 30 K
[119]. Further, investigation [120] of these MnO nanoparticles
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M H

Fig. 8. (a)–(e) show the magnetization vs. field ( vs. ) hysteresis loops at 300 K for Co@Au reaction mixture in the displacement reaction at time 0, 30, 60,
90 and 120 min, respectively. The insets of all the main figures (a)–(e) show the hysteresis curves at full scale of the high field region at 300 K. (f) Shows the plot
of coercivity (H ) measured from the hysteresis loops of figures (a)–(e) vs. time (T).

0 



2 scan from bulk and nanoparticles of MnO. Note that the Bragg peaks from the nanoparticles have larger 2 than for the bulk, indicating
Fig. 9. (a) X-ray
a smaller lattice parameter. (inset) A high-resolution electron micrograph showing a defect free MnO nanoparticle, 10 nm in diameter. (b) The temperature
dependence of the spontaneous magnetization showing that the MnO nanoparticles are ferromagnetic up to 300 K and (c) synthesis of MnO nanoparticles with
a silica shell of controlled thickness.

by polarized neutron diffraction with XYZ-polarization analysis revealed no long-range ordering down to 3.5 K. However,
a broad magnetic peak appeared close to
signifying short-range antiferromagnetic correlations. The
correlation length was found to be about 2.4 nm at
.
The correlation length decreases rapidly with increasing tem. DC and AC
perature and becomes about 0.7 nm at
magnetic moments were measured
in the Quantum Design PPMS. Magnetization curves were
measured in fields up to 90 kOe over the temperature range
from 10 K to 330 K, and showed spontaneous magnetization,
, determined by extrapolating the high-field magnetization
, and hysteresis up to 250 K (Fig. 9(b)).
back to





is 5
However, taking into account that the moment of
, the magnitude of
indicates that only a small fraction
: 1% at
and 0.2%
of Mn atoms contribute to
. The observation of a ferromagnetic state
at
with the Curie temperature
, considerably higher
than the Néel temperature of bulk MnO, may be explained
using a hypothesis that defect- (surface-) mediated indirect
exchange, similar to that found in dilute magnetic oxides
[121], [122] is possible in transition metal oxide nanoparticles.
Finally, the MnO nanoparticles were coated with silica using
tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) (Fig. 9(c)). The core-shell
particles were precipitated with excess hexane and collected by
centrifugation [123].
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D. Other Synthesis Methods

Several noteworthy biological organisms [19]–[21] have developed an extraordinary ability to direct the molecular-level
synthesis of crystalline inorganic materials on the nanometer
scale, under environmentally benign and mild reaction conditions, with control over size, shape, crystal structure, chemical
composition, orientation and organization. Biologically synthesized nanocrystals are naturally biocompatible and, in addition,
the proteinaceous shells or lipid vesicles that enclose the inorganic core provide a readymade platform for surface modification. For example, exposed functional groups such as amino
acids can be chemically modified for the attachment of a variety
of ligands, including peptides, for specific binding and targeting.
However, while such chemical approaches allows the incorporation of a variety of functional groups, genetic approaches for the
site-specific functionalization are preferred as they are gentler
with respect to the preservation of the protein activity. Broadly,
there are two such approaches for the synthesis of magnetic
nanoparticles: a biogenic [124] one that is based on culturing
and modifying the biomineralization of naturally occurring bacterial magnetosomes [125] and a biomimetic [126] one that entails the utilization of naturally occurring protein cage architectures with high symmetry to act as constrained reaction environments for the synthesis and encapsulation of nanoscale inorganic materials [127]. In the latter case, phage display methodologies have been used for the identification of specific peptide
sequences that not only bind but also control the chemistry and
morphology of growth of a specific inorganic material. By incorporating these peptide sequences inside the protein cages, controlled growth of a number of magnetic nanocrystals, ranging
from ferrimagnetic magnetite to hard magnetic alloys of FePt
[128] and CoPt [129], representing the wide range of magnetic
properties (from soft to hard), have been demonstrated.
Magnetic nanoparticles with larger moments are often preferred for magnetic sensing and to avoid space restrictions in
high magnetic field gradient separators. As we have seen for
the chemical synthesis methods, increasing the size of nanoparticles beyond a certain limit ( 20 nm) results in a rapid loss
of monodispersity. Also, increasing the size of the nanoparticle
beyond the critical size for superparamagnetism (Fig. 3) results
in the particles having a remanent magnetization causing them
to spontaneously aggregate due to magnetostatic interactions. A
possible and often-used solution is to incorporate the nanoparticles in a host matrix, such as dextran, to create a larger microsphere [130]. However, this also has limitations arising from
the difficulties in controlling their number-density, monodispersity and magnetic response. An alternative approach is top-down
microfabrication, such as nanoimprint lithography [131], that
can be used to fabricate monodisperse nanoparticles with tailorable magnetic characteristics (strongly magnetic, zero remanence), by patterning ferromagnetic multilayer structures followed by release and stabilization in solution [132]. The interlayer magnetostatic interactions can be adjusted to achieve
zero-remanence and, in effect, create a synthetic antiferromagnetic nanoparticle.
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IV. SELF-ASSEMBLY
All biological organisms are to a large extent self-assembled. In nanoscience and nanotechnology there is also substantial interest in self-assembly as a “bottoms up” manufacturing
strategy, which can be accomplished at room temperature and
under mild conditions. It is well known that self-assembly requires competing attractive and repulsive weak forces to be deployed in just the right way but a systematic understanding is,
as yet, absent. Even though biological self-assembly is quite
complex, the underlying physical principles can be understood
by studying nanoparticle self-assembly even in polar solvents.
Highly monodisperse cobalt nanocrystals, coated with surfactant, are excellent model systems to study the physics of self-assembly. With competing van der Waals (long-range) attractive
forces from the polarizable metallic cores, steric repulsion from
the surfactant chains, magnetostatic dipolar interactions and entropic or depletion forces, they give rise to an intriguing variety of self-assembly possibilities on varying a single parameter: the nanoparticle size and size distribution. They illustrate
very well two of the most important ideas, i.e., the dominant
role of weak forces and the convergence of various competing
) that are important
energies (of the order of zepto or
in furthering our understanding of the complex self-assembly
processes in biology. Note that self-assembly processes require
a delicate balance between weak attractive and repulsive forces
and are quite different from agglomeration, where the attractive forces dominate. Needless to say, such agglomeration could
lead to unintended consequences in in vivo applications of magnetic nanoparticles; however, agglomeration can be minimized
by using superparamagnetic nanoparticles that have zero remanent magnetization. Finally, self-assembly of magnetic nanoparticles bound to cells has been proposed as a mechanism for
tissue engineering. For example, construction and harvesting of
multilayered keratinocyte sheets using magnetite nanoparticles
has been demonstrated [6] but the details are beyond the scope
of this paper.
Self-organization of nanoparticles into ordered monolayers
of “crystals” on surfaces is driven by a combination of evaporation, convection and inter-particle interaction forces. As the
evaporation front passes over a hydrophilic surface at a controlled rate, the particles dispersed in solution are pulled towards the drying front by convection and then deposited there
as the drying front becomes very thin. Capillary forces subsequently pull the particles together into ordered arrays. However,
arrays of nanocrystals exhibit a surprising richness in form and
symmetry as a function of their size, size-distribution and shape
[133]–[135]. Here, we summarize the different arrays observed
with Co nanocrystals and interpret our results in terms of critical, but well-defined, inter-particle interactions.
The magnetic behavior of cobalt nanocrystals, including their
interactions, plays an important role in determining the self-as) [136] Co nanocrystals
sembly. Small (diameter,
are single domain, i.e., the exchange interaction couples all the
atomic magnetic moments, and they can be considered as a
single large magnetic dipole. In each nanocrystal this magnetic
dipole may favour specific crystallographic orientation deor
pending on its magnetocrystalline anisotropy (cubic
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Fig. 10. Self-assembly of cobalt nanoparticles by the controlled evaporation of the solvent as a function of nanoparticle size: (a) 4 nm, (b) 9 nm, 1 monolayer, (c)
9 nm, 2 monolayers. (d) Schematic representation of nanoparticles with a bimodal size distribution. When large particles touch each other or when they wet the
surface first, additional volume (shown in black) is available elsewhere for the small particles to occupy and increase their vibrational entropy. Such entropy-induced
wetting is a result of a fictitious displacement force. (e) Experimental verification of (d) using a bimodal distribution of 4 nm and 9 nm Co particles. (h) Larger
particles are ferromagnetic and to minimize the magnetostatic energy they form closed loops and chains. (f) & (g) These can be experimentally verified by electron
holography measurements. (i) The energies of all these self-assembly processes converge to the value of k T ( 10
J) at room temperature. Hence, change
in a single parameter (size) can give rise to an interesting array of self-assembly behavior [133].



uniaxial
). The magnetocrystalline energy is a product
of the anisotropy constant
and the nanocrystal
volume
. When compared to the thermal energy,
, it
determines the magnetic stability of the nanocrystals; typically
the magnetic relaxation time depends exponentially on the particle volume [137]. As a result, at room temperature, particles
smaller than a critical size (diameter 10 nm for Co) have
magnetic dipole moments that are free to rotate in any direction
(superparamagnetic on the time scale of routine SQUID measurements); in larger particles the magnetic dipole moment is
fixed along the easy directions of anisotropy (ferromagnetic).
Such ferromagnetic particles, with time constants for rotation
in solution shorter than the time for self-organization, favour
arrangements that minimize their magneto-static energy arising
from the interaction of their magnetic dipoles.
nanocrystals (diameter 8–9 nm)
Superparamagnetic
assemble into hexagonal close packed 2-D arrays (Fig. 10(b)).
This behavior may be explained by the classical first order phase
transition (i.e., melting and freezing) as a function of concentration (thermodynamic variable). The total internal energy for this
system consists of the sum of the van der Waals, steric repulsion,
magnetostatic energy and other second-order terms that include
hydrophobic attraction between surfactants. The hydrophobic
attraction is negligible in nonpolar solvents, and at room temperature the magnetostatic energy between superparamagnetic
particles is also negligible. A preliminary calculation shows that
is on the same order of magnitude
as the van
der Waals energy. The steric repulsion term (also of the order
) will further reduce the total internal energy. It is then
of
reasonable to assume that
is larger than the total internal

energy and the self-assembly of the system can be approximated
by the hard-sphere model [138]. Typically, as the solvent evaporates and the volume fraction [139] increases, the particles undergo a first order phase transition, where the thermodynamic
variable in concentration and not temperature, and freeze into
close-packed, hexagonally ordered arrays.
With rapidly increasing surface to volume ratio we observe
that this hard-sphere approximation breaks down for very small
nanocrystals ( 4 nm). The self-assembly is now dominated by the steric forces between the surfactant molecules on
their surface and leads to the formation of square nanoparticle
arrays (Fig. 10(a)). Oleic acid, with an 18-carbon atom backbone (chain length 2.3 nm), was the surfactant used for stabilization. The observed inter-particle separation (2.5 nm) for
these small crystallites is less than twice the theoretical chain
length of oleic acid; at equilibrium separation the surfactant
tails between neighboring particles are compressed (interpenetrate by 2.1 nm)—a process that would decrease the entropy of
the system. For particle sizes of interest and inter-particle distances observed, four-fold is favoured over six-fold coordination to minimize the surfactant-overlap volume. An alternative,
but less-likely explanation involves the role of the polyhedral
shapes [140], along low symmetry directions such as (625), on
the nanocrystal assembly.
On the other hand, a bimodal combination of 4 and 10 nm
particles leads to a controlled entropic attraction between larger
particles [141]. There are two contributions to the entropy of
the system: a configurational component arising from the spatial
arrangement of the nanoparticles and a vibrational component
dominated by the contribution from the smaller nanoparticles,
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provided the sums of the volumes of small spheres and large
spheres are comparable. To first order, the larger size spheres
will then adopt those configurations that maximize the entropy
of the small spheres. This can be accomplished either if the
large spheres touch each other or if the large spheres preferentially touch the surface (Fig. 10(d)). The former is akin to a
fictitious attractive force between larger particles (also called
depletion or excluded-volume force) and the latter is equivalent to a preferential “wetting” of the surface by the larger particle. This simple argument 2 predicts a size-dependent segregation of the ordered arrays with the smaller size nanocrystals delegated to the periphery of the hexagonal array of the
larger particles. This is indeed observed for the case of our
nanocrystals with a bimodal size-distribution (Fig. 10(e)).
particles ( 18 nm) are ferromagnetic at room
Larger
temperature and show open hysteresis loops. Consequently, the
collection of particles (each considered as a dipole) are observed
to self-organize such that the net magneto-static energy is minimized. The dipoles are observed to assemble in a tip to tail linear
chain orientation; further, the chains fold into loops in order
to close the stray magnetic field (Fig. 10(h)). Electron holography measurements [134] indicate that the field lines are channelled parallel to the particle chains, confirming that the magnetostatic forces dominate and lead to the resulting self-assembled linear arrays (Fig. 10(f), (g)). Similarly, shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropy compete in hcp-cobalt to determine
the resulting magnetization direction in disk shaped particles.
Our calculations suggest that shape anisotropy is dominant and
magnetization lies in the plane of the disk when the thickness to
diameter ratio is less than one-half. The magneto-static energy
is then minimized when neighboring particles have anti-parallel spins. In practice, nanodisks show lyotropic behavior and
a spiral spin-order [142].
V. FUNCTIONALIZATION: SPECIFIC TARGETING,
BIOCOMPATIBILITY AND CYTOTOXICITY
All biomedical applications of magnetic nanoparticles arise
from the combination of their magnetic properties with biological relationships and phenomena. Naturally, the convergence of
these two areas is most pronounced at the surface of the magnetic nanoparticle where it interfaces with its biological environment. By manipulating the nanoparticle surface it is possible
to induce a wide range of biological responses, and the importance of the surface functionalization of the magnetic nanoparticles, especially for in vivo biomedical applications, cannot be
overemphasized. One important example of the potential benefits of combining magnetic properties and tailored surface properties relates to a common problem in cancer therapy, namely
that most current anti-cancer agents do not differentiate between
cancerous and normal cells [143]. In fact, the inability to administer therapeutic agents such that they selectively reach their
targets without any collateral damage has largely accounted for
the discrepancy [144] between the tremendous progress made in
fundamental cancer biology [145] and its poor translation into
2Alternatively, for heterogeneous mixtures of colloids in solution, size-selective precipitation from kinetic considerations could also contribute to such
nanocrystal segregation. Controlled precipitation should determine under which
conditions, if any, such kinetic effects become important.
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the clinic. Current estimates [1] are that only 10–100 ppm of
intravenously administered drugs or contrast agents is able to
reach their target in vivo. Thus, to increase the efficacy per dose
of any therapeutic or imaging contrast formulation, it is important to increase its targeting selectivity [146].
A number of ligands have been identified for such ligand-targeted-therapeutics [147] in anti-cancer therapy and the following example illustrates this approach. Extensive and compelling experimental evidence [148] substantiates the critical
role that angiogenesis—the process of inducing and sustaining
the growth of new blood vessels—in promoting tumor growth.
As such, tumor angiogenesis offers a uniquely attractive therapeutic target and, for some time, cancer researchers have
worked to starve tumors by blocking angiogenesis with mixed
success [149], [150]. However, a class of membrane proteins,
-integrin, is highly over-expressed only on newly growing
blood vessels or neovasculature, but not in established ones.
Nanoparticle encapsulated liposomes, coated with an appro-binding ligand, such as Tetrac [151] or RGD
priate
peptides [152], to target the neovasculature and embedded
gene has been shown
with a mutant form of the
to disrupt the normal activity of the Raf-1 gene by blocking
endothelial signaling and angiogenesis in response to multiple
growth factors [153]. An alternative approach is passive cancer
targeting through the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR)
effect [49]. This is based on the fact that the vasculature supplying cancer lesions may be highly permeable and tumors
lack an effective lymphatic drainage system. The EPR effect
especially allows nanoparticles in the size range 10–100 nm to
preferentially accumulate in tumors and is an emerging strategy
for nanoparticle-mediated targeting or delivery [154]. Other
approaches for specific cell-targeting include pH-sensitive and
thermosensitive liposomes which can selectively release the
cytotoxic agents in the targeted area due to local changes [155]
in pH or due to forced local heating [156] (hyperthermia).
A. Biocompatibility and Toxicity of Nanoparticles
At the very outset it should be pointed out that magnetic
nanoparticles are classified as medical devices for regulatory
purposes and as per the US-FDA should conform to ISO 10993
guidelines. In general, toxicology effects broadly classified as
chemical, biological or physical, are all dose dependent. For
magnetic nanoparticles the chemical toxicity may be inorganic
(from the metal or their salts/oxides) or organic (from the functional coatings). The biological toxicity is typically associated
with a threshold dose below which the organism is able to fight
the toxin such as by excretion, metabolisation or isolation. Alternatively, it may be associated with a minimum observation
time window for which the effect of the toxin is not observed.
In this context, of particular concern is the release of the toxins
inside the cell followed by interactions with the chromosomal
DNA and transferring the cell into a cancer cell. Physical toxicity includes heat and vibration; for example, heat can be generated by magnetic nanoparticles in response to an alternating
magnetic field (see Section VI-A). Finally, toxicity of a substance depends on various factors including its physical form,
the pathway of administration, the time of exposure, the number
of exposures and the organ(s) involved. For further details either
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see a comprehensive review [157] of the toxicity of magnetic
nanoparticles or an appropriate textbook [158].
Magnetic particles used in vivo in biomedicine interface
with living tissues and biological fluids and by definition
can be classified as biomaterials. Broadly, biomaterials are
divided as biotolerant, bioinert, bioactive or biocompatible.
The body reacts to biotolerant materials by encapsulating them;
typical examples are PMMA, silicon and glass and include
the silica-coated nanoparticles (see Section III-C) discussed
earlier. Bioinert materials have minimal interactions with
surrounding tissue—stainless steel, titanium and aluminum
oxide are good examples. Bioactive materials, when placed in
vivo, interact with the bone or soft tissue; however, none of the
magnetic nanoparticles are presently known to be bioactive. A
biocompatible material produces a specific and well-defined
host response, which is necessarily non-toxic.
The toxicity of magnetic particles depends on materials and
morphological parameters including composition, degradation,
oxidation, size, shape, surface area and structure. When compared to micron-sized particles, it is generally accepted that
nano-sized particle can be more toxic because they have larger
surface area (hence, more reactive), for a given mass, to interact
with cell membranes and deliver any toxic substance [159].
They are also retained for longer periods in the body (more
circulation or larger clearance time) and, in principle, can be
delivered deeper into the tissue due to their size [160]. The
surface coating and their morphology play an important role in
determining nanoparticle toxicity. Oleic acid, commonly used
as a surface coating in synthesizing nanoparticles with narrow
size distributions (see Section III), is hydrophobic and cytotoxic [161]. However, if the oleic acid is used alone without the
nanoparticle core it is found to be nontoxic; this underscores
the role of the conformal arrangement of the oleic acid on
the surface of the nanoparticles in determining their toxicity.
Alternatively, if the oleic acid is PEGylated the cytotoxicity
disappears [162]. Similarly, the oleic acid covered nanoparticles
can be coated with a triblock polymer containing PEO chains
(see Fig. 9) and made hydrophilic. Such nanoparticles coated
with triblock copolymers are biocompatible and suitable for
in vivo applications provided the PEO chain lengths are larger
than 2 kDa [163]. Other important factors that determine the
toxicity of nanoparticles are the surface charge [164] and the
propensity of transition metals to produce free radicals that
lead to oxidative processes [165] and cellular damage. However, in the case of iron, the healthy human body contains on
average 3–5 g in bound hemoglobin form and all the proposed
therapeutic interventions (see Section VI) require far lower
concentrations. Moreover, the toxicities that are of concern
arise from local effects due to prolonged oxidative stress and
inflammation.
Determination of nanoparticle toxicity requires testing in
both in vitro and in vivo conditions. In vitro cell culture assays
are more sensitive to toxicity than body tissue. They are used
first before animal testing to understand mechanisms of cellular
toxicity, determine which cell functions are adversely affected
and the possible causes of toxicity. Subsequent in vivo testing,
consistent with regulatory guidelines [166], can determine
the response of the overall biological organism. Cytotoxicity

measurements [167], originally designed for rapid and inexpensive analysis of soluble pharmaceuticals, are a critical part
of nanoparticle development and are generally quantified with
colorimetric assays [168]–[172]. Even if the coating polymer
and the nanoparticle materials may themselves be individually non-toxic, the method of coating may greatly affect the
cytotoxicity of the resulting coated-nanoparticle. In general,
performing in vitro cytotoxicity characterization with nanoparticles is not straightforward. Depending on the nanoparticles
and the assay used, possible interactions include: a) increasing
apparent cell dosaging due to agglomeration and settling of
nanoparticles in cell culture [173]; b) erroneous increase or a
decrease in cell viability due to nanoparticle interference with
the development of colorimetric assays [174] and c) interference due to fluorescence or absorbance of nanoparticles at the
same wavelength of the assay dye. Careful experimental design
is required to address these issues.
The commonly used cell culture assays can be divided
into two main categories: assays measuring metabolic activity expressed as mitochondrial function and those involving
membrane integrity. To assay for mitochondrial damage
different tetrazolium salts, such as (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) and 3-(4,5dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, inner salt (MTS), that penetrate both
the cell and mitochondrial membranes, are used. Initially these
salts are yellow in color but mitochondrial activity metabolizes
these salts to form blue, insoluble formazan crystals that are
clearly visible in healthy cells. The quantity of formazan is
directly proportional to the number of visible cells and after
a specific period of time (say, 3 h) the formazan can be solubilized and quantified. Alternatively, if the cell membranes
are damaged the contents of the cell can leak out and can be
measured. For example, the enzyme lactose dehydrogenase
(LDH) is present in the cytosol of the cell and can be measured
extracellularly only if the cell is damaged. The LDH assay is
not ideal for the detection of threshold dose for the onset of
toxicity but can reliably be used to infer the dose at which the
cells can no longer survive. In general, such in vitro testing
is a complex task but should be integral to any development
of magnetic particles for biomedical applications. To detect
interference of nanoparticles with results, complementary
cytotoxicity assays are used. Concurrent assays are performed
on the same samples, by separating cells and supernatant, with
viability assayed directly on cells and cytotoxicity assayed with
the lactate released into the medium.
A detailed overview of assessing cytotoxicity of iron oxide
nanoparticles can be found in the literature [167]. Here, we
present a brief description of such assays applied to testing of
Pluronic F127 coated magnetite nanoparticles synthesized in
our laboratory. We used MTT and MTS assays in the presence
of phenazine methosulfate (PMS) that measure mitochondrial
activity, as well as resazurin to assay cell viability. The MTT
assay requires the formation of a water-insoluble formazan
crystal, which can interact with various reagents [175]. A lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) assay was used to determine cytotoxicity via cell membrane integrity [176]. A typical result [177]
derived from such methods, with mean standard deviations,
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confirming that the particles are non-toxic, is shown in Fig. 11.
Concurrent assays are performed on the same samples, by
separating cells and supernatant, with viability assayed directly
on cells and cytotoxicity assayed with the lactate released into
the medium. Moreover, relevant controls need to be identified
and tested simultaneously. In addition to basic positive (agents
that kills 100% of cells) and negative (no nanoparticles or toxic
agents) controls, cell viability can also be affected irrespective
of whether nanoparticles are taken up or not. Toxic agents
can be released from nanoparticle surfaces that are normally
unaccounted for. As a result, culture media exposed to nanoparticles should be centrifugally or magnetically separated from
the nanoparticles (but including any remnants released from
nanoparticles) and then again used to incubate a separate set of
control cells. More on such uptake-dependent and -independent
effects can be found elsewhere [167].
We conclude with a brief discussion of the cellular toxicity of
manganese in light of their proposed use as magnetic resonance
detectable contrast agents in the human body (Section VI-D).
The adult human body contains 10–20 mg of manganese, most
of which is concentrated in the liver, kidneys, pancreas and
bone. Manganese is an important catalyst and cofactor in many
enzymatic processes active in the mitochondria as well as those
involved in the synthesis of fatty acids, cholestrol, mucopolysaccharides (important constituent of skeletal and cartilage structural matter), and glycoproteins that coat body cells and protect them against invading viruses. However, ingestion of large
amounts of manganese is poisoning and chronic overexposure
can produce a progressive, permanent neurodegenerative disorder, with few options for treatment and no cure [178]. Historically, toxic effects in animals discouraged the early development of manganese-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging
suggests that doses as
(MEMRI) [179]. The MSDS for
low as 93 mg/kg for rats or 38 mg/kg for mice show significant
adverse effects and mortality rates. However, current MEMRI
experiments are being performed at similar doses, or higher,
with good results and few adverse effects reported. For example,
Aoki et al. have been able to reliably administer up to 175 mg/kg
intravenously in rats up to 250 g body weight [180], and in mice
up to 25 g body weight with only minor and temporary side effects that resolved slowly over 30–60 min after administration.
Particular experimental details and procedures, such as the consolution, the rate of infusion and the
centration of the
route of administration, temperature of the solution and anesthetic levels seem to play an important role in determining the
maximum effective dose that can be safely administered without
should be unmajor side effects [181]. Overall, the use of
dertaken with minimal dose and the utmost caution; the brain is
toxicity and it retains
the major target organ for
much longer than other tissues.
VI. MAGNETIC NANOPARTICLE APPLICATIONS IN BIOMEDICINE
The range of applications of magnetic nanoparticles in
biomedicine can be broadly divided into in vitro and in vivo
categories (Fig. 12). Recently, there has been tremendous activity in the area of in vitro diagnostics involving, for example,
SQUID assays [273], magnetoresistive and cantilever sensors
[274]–[276], as well as many magnetic manipulation [277] and
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Fig. 11. (left) Assays for viability with resazurin and cytotoxicity with LDH
and (right) viability with resazurin and MTS assays. Results are for Pluronic
F127 coated magnetite nanoparticles, 10 nm in diameter.

separation [278] techniques. The same can be said about tissue
engineering. These technologies are best dealt with in other
independent reviews [279]. Here, in keeping with the emphasis
of this paper on work done in our laboratory, these applications
in imaging, diagnostics and therapy, illustrating the fundamental principles involved, are discussed along with detailed
experimental methods, where appropriate, in the sections that
follow.
A. Magnetic Fluid Hyperthermia
Magnetic fluid hyperthermia [182]–[184] (MFH) is a form
of localized heating to 42–46 , using magnetic nanoparticles,
that can kill or damage tumor cells. The processes responsible for heat generation in magnetic nanoparticles are either
hysteretic or relaxation losses. Multi-domain particles with
(see Fig. 3) respond to an external field by Bloch
wall displacements and the resulting hysteresis loop, that is
a measure of the energy dissipated during one magnetization
cycle (and hence, the local temperature rise), depends strongly
on the sample prehistory and the magnitude of the applied
field. As a result, these particles are not suitable for MFH and
instead, smaller single-domain or superparamagnetic particles
with tailored relaxation behavior using alternating magnetic
fields are preferred (the physics of MFH is described later in
this section). Note that most cytotoxicity or biocompatibility
(cell killing or survival) studies (see Section V-A) in preclinical
tissue cultures are performed under standard biological conditions where cells are supplied with nutrients and oxygen, under
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Fig. 12. Magnetic nanoparticles in biomedicine broadly classified as in vitro and in vivo applications in diagnostics/imaging and therapeutics. Only the four
highlighted topics, deriving from our own work, are discussed in Section VI of this paper.

normal pH ( 7.4) and standard growth temperatures (37.5 ).
However, except for growth temperature, these conditions will
differ inside many tumors. In fact, inside many tumors nutrients
and oxygen are in short supply and the pH is well below that
of normal tissue. It is now well established that such nutritional
deprivation, low oxygen content (also called hypoxicity) and
low pH tend to make cells more heat sensitive [185], [186].
This is one of the principal motivations to suppose that some
tumors, at least, should be more heat sensitive, compared to
normal tissue, suggesting localized hyperthermia as a mode of
treatment.
Like other current treatments of cancer that strive to preferentially destroy malignant cells without impairing normal tissue,
there is a limiting dose. For example, surgery removes cancerous cells but must be limited in scope to protect vital tissue
parts. Radiation destroys malignant cells by exposing them to
lethal doses of X-rays but dosage must be limited to prevent
excessive damage to normal tissue within the treated volume.
Chemotherapy using anti-cancer drugs kills individual cancer
cells but is systemic in nature and the limiting dose is defined
by the cell system most sensitive to the specific drug being used.
Hyperthermia, in the form of localized heating can also kill
cancer cells but, as in the above, it is the response of normal
tissues that determines what “dose” of heat can be applied. The
dose response curves for hyperthermia look similar to those for
radiation or drug dose, but the critical cellular target of thermal
inactivation is not yet known [187]. Note that hyperthermia differs significantly from thermoablation, which employs higher
temperatures, up to 56 , to crudely destroy cells leading to
necrosis, coagulation and carbonization [188]. It is recognized
that hyperthermia alters the functions of many structural and enzymatic proteins within cells that affect cell growth and differentiation, which can induce apoptosis [189], [190]. In hyperthermia, both temperature and time at the elevated temperature
determine the cell survival rate. The relationships are non-linear
and hence, instead of a single or even a linear combination of
physical variables, a complete record of time and temperature is

necessary to define the heat dose. However, all mammalian cells
are susceptible to elevated temperatures and their survival rate,
which decreases with exposure time, is further reduced with increasing temperature above 41 (See Hahn, 1984) [183].
In addition to delivering heat, hyperthermia offers additional
treatment options by enhancing the effects of chemo-radiation
treatments, exhibiting particular synergy between the applications of heat and X-ray radiation [191]. Under appropriate conditions [192], cytotoxicity is enhanced by at least two orders
of magnitude when cells subject to X-rays are also exposed to
sustained temperatures either before or after irradiation. Alternatively, it takes 30% less radiation dose (referred to as a dose
modification of 1.3) to kill the same fraction of cells when they
are also subjected to hyperthermia. This is because hypoxic cells
are notoriously resistant to X-ray radiation but heat destroys hypoxic cells as efficiently as normal cells. Again, by preferential
heating of the tumor volume, the benefits of combining heating
with radiation can be enhanced. The synergy between heat and
radiation dose, as well as various cytostatic treatments, has been
validated by a number of preclinical studies [193], [194]. However, the time between treatments and the sequence of their application are important [195]. For example, when radiation and
heat treatment are combined, best results are obtained for simultaneous applications but this may be difficult to realize in
clinical practice. Similarly, combinations of hyperthermia and
chemotherapy and interactions of heat with a wide range of
chemotherapeutic drugs have been found, with many orders of
magnitude enhancement in efficacy, even for moderate increases
in temperature [196]. There are also reports that heated cells provoke an enhanced form of immune response [197], [198]. This is
a subject of ongoing investigations and such arguments of antigenicity also apply to other forms of therapy such as X-ray radiation. It is suggested that heat shock proteins chaperon tumor
antigens and, based on this hypothesis, a number of mechanisms
for antitumor immunity induced by hyperthermia has been proposed [199]. More details can be found in the literature [200],
[201].
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Fig. 13. Response of magnetic nanoparticles to an ac field. (a) The magnetization, M, lags in phase behind the applied field, H. (b) The real part,  , or the in-phase
component and the imaginary part,  , or the loss component of the susceptibility as a function of frequency,  . Note that  is a maximum when the angular
frequency !(= 2 ) = 1= , where  is the relaxation time. (c) In unblocked nanoparticles, the relaxation is achieved by Néel rotation of only the magnetic
moment and (d) in larger, blocked particles the relaxation is through the physical Brownian rotation of the entire particles. Now the relaxation time depends on
non-magnetic parameters such as the viscosity, , of the medium and the hydrodynamic volume, V . The latter is sensitive to specific binding and changes in
 with size (V ) can be used as a diagnostic method for specific binding assays. For example the nanoparticle can be functionalized for antibody-antigen or
complementary-DNA (shown) detection.

In practice, it is technically challenging to induce and sustain temperatures clearly above the systemic temperature of
in a defined target volume. Perfusion counteracts the
37.5
temperature rise and perfusion rates, though they vary widely
–
per
in tumors with leaky vasculatures, are
100 g of tissue. Therefore, reaching therapeutic temperatures
in the critical parts of tumors requires a specific
of 42–44
–
in the local target
heating power, SHP
region [202] (for comparison, the human basal metabolic rate
). The cooling action of flowing blood must also
is
be taken into consideration, and furthermore, blood flow rates
will vary during hyperthermia treatment. Taken together, these
effects invariably result in non-uniform temperature distribu, for extended periods, ,
tions. In some tumors, at
, the blood flow may altogether stop
of heating
completely [203].
Several clinical studies conducted recently have questioned
the need to achieve a minimum temperature of 43 in the target
volume and, in fact, effectiveness of hyperthermia at lower temperatures has been reported [204]. Nevertheless, even though the
exact temperature that has to be reached for the clinical efficacy
of hyperthermia is unclear, attempts should be made to achieve
temperatures as high—within the range of 42–46 —and as
uniform as possible. Finally, for hyperthermia to be truly effective, monitoring the temperature distribution during heating may
be essential but remains an ongoing challenge.
Just as in other modes of therapy such as radiation, localized hyperthermia is delivered in fractional courses and not as
a single dose. Moreover, heating is not instantaneous and before a tumor reaches the target temperature (42–46 ), some
time must be spent at lower temperatures. In vitro studies of
cells show complicated, yet consistent, responses to heat treatments in different temperature regimes. If the cells are treated
for a short time, the surviving cells are much
at
more sensitive to subsequent heat treatments even at lower temperatures. This is referred to as step-down heating [205]–[207].
, then cells are
However, if the initial heating is at

resistant to heating at any other subsequent temperatures. Fibut
nally, even if cells are heated for any time to
then incubated at 37 for 100 h, they are much more resistant to heating compared to cells that have not been previously heat-treated. The behavior in the last two cases, referred
to as thermotolerance, is the subject of ongoing investigations.
It is known that the expression of several genes can be upregulated or downregulated by heat, amongst them, for example,
is the family of heat shock proteins [208], which play a critical role in thermotolerance [209]. Finally, thermotolerance has
been demonstrated to occur in both normal tissue and in tumors in vivo [210]. Thus, excessive heating at the beginning of
a treatment cycle, even for a short period of time, can lead to
step-down heating. This may be beneficial but could also lead
to unexpected toxicity in healthy tissues. On the other hand, initial slow heating, for example, while the patient is being set up,
can lead to significant thermotolerance. For hyperthermia to be
effective, it is important that the initial heating be rapid. Moreover, during treatment care should be taken to ensure that the
spatial distribution of temperature in tumors and normal tissues
is as controlled and uniform as possible.
To achieve local heat generation in tissues using magnetic
fluid hyperthermia (MFH) we exploit the heat generated when
an electromagnetic field interacts with matter. The details of this
mechanism depend on the characteristics of the field, i.e., amplitude and frequency, and the materials properties of the nanoparticles comprising the magnetic fluid being used. When an alternating field of sufficiently high frequency is applied, the magnetization of a superparamagnetic particle lags behind the applied
field (Fig. 13(a)). As a result of this phase lag, the susceptibility,
, is an imaginary quantity with the real part, ,
representing the in-phase component, and the imaginary part,
, the quadrature or loss-component are given by

(6.1)
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and

aqueous solutions therefore they were coated with Pluronic
F127 in order to transfer them from a non-polar organic solvent
to the aqueous buffer, phosphate buffered saline (Fig. 7). Ferrofluids were concentrated by evaporating the solvent under a
gentle argon stream. A Phillips 420 Transition Electron Microscope (TEM), operating at an accelerating voltage of 120 keV,
was used to routinely characterize nanoparticles size and shape.
Their size and distribution were also routinely determined by
dynamic light scattering. 10 nm iron oxide particles were shown
by comparing the ratios of
to
to be magnetite
transitions in electron energy-loss spectroscopy. Particle size
and size distribution were determined magnetically by fits to
room temperature magnetization curves, collected with a VSM,
using the Chantrell method [211]. To accommodate the possible
variation in the phase of the iron oxide as a function of size,
we conservatively assumed 75 emu/g at saturation in all calculations to determine the mass of the magnetic portion of the
sample. Alternatively, iron concentrations of phase-transferred
nanoparticles were confirmed with Jarell Ash 955 Inductively
Coupled Plasma—Atomic Emission Spectrophotometer (ICP).
Mass of the iron oxide nanoparticles was determined assuming
phase and was in good agreement with
all the iron was in
the values determined magnetically. Four different nanoparticle
samples (Fig. 14(a)) were measured and the data is shown in
the table. Note that there is a difference between the particle
size determined from TEM and from the Chantrell fitting based
on magnetization measurements. This difference may be due
to the error in the assumption of 75 emu/g for these samples.
Alternatively, this may indicate that there is a magnetic dead
layer on the particles. Because of this possibility, we have
and concentration
used the diameter, polydispersity
determined magnetically throughout our calculations.
Calorimetric measurements were made on a modified
induction heater with a 3 turn, water-cooled, copper pipe.
Calorimetric measurements were performed at 400 kHz with
various ac-field amplitudes (12.4, 16.3, 21.9, 24.5 kA/m).
Approximately 0.5 mL of ferrofluid was used per measurement
and placed in an insulated Falcon tube. Temperature was monitored with a Cu-Cu/Ni thermocouple with an ice bath reference
(However, in recent experiments the thermocouple has been
replaced with a highly sensistive optical pyrometer to avoid
any eddy current effects). Experiments were run for 300 s with
1 s intervals. The first 60 s were run before the field was
turned on in order to collect the background temperature. The
temperature of the ferrofluid sample was measured as a function
of time and the specific loss power (SLP) was calculated as

(6.2)
where
is the dc magnetic susceptibility.
Note that
decreases with increasing frequency but
, peaks at an angular frequency
the imaginary part,
, where is the relaxation time of the
particles. The relaxation time
(6.3)
and Brownian,
is a weighted average between the Néel,
relaxations (Fig. 13(c) and (d), respectively), which are defined
as
(6.4)
and
(6.5)
the Boltzmann
where is the viscosity of the matrix fluid,
the absolute temperature (K),
, the hydrodyconstant,
namic volume of the particle which includes any non-magnetic
layer, the magnetic volume and the attempt time here equal
to
. The specific loss power for a monodisperse sample
of superparamagnetic particles can be written as
(6.6)
where
is the initial DC susceptibility,
is the field amplitude, is the frequency of the measurement and is the relaxation time. However, for real ferrofluids polydispersity must be
taken into account. Polydispersity of particle size can be modeled with a lognormal distribution
(6.7)
is the median and the standard deviation of
where
The volumetric heat release rate of a polydispersion is now

.

(6.8)
Based on this physical model, we now briefly discuss recent measurements of the specific loss power (SLP) of magnetite nanoparticles with narrow size distributions. A clear dependence of the SLP on particle size and the need to match the
mean nanoparticle size to the applied frequency to achieve the
maximum heating rates are demonstrated.
Experimental Details: Spherical iron oxide nanoparticles
were synthesized in our labs with a protocol described in
Section III-B. As-synthesized particles are not soluble in

(6.9)
where is the heat capacity of water,
is the mass of
is the mass of the iron oxide in the
the sample and
is the slope of the
sample measured magnetically and
heating curve.
The SLP measured for the samples at varying ac field amplitudes are shown in Fig. 14(b). The data fit well to the square law
as expected, indicating the good quality of the measurements.
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Fig. 14. (a) Magnetite nanocrystals of four different sizes were used in this experiment. Table shows the sizes measured by TEM and from fittings of the magnetization curves to yield,
and a size distribution,  , based on the assumption of a log-normal size distribution. (b) Specific loss power vs. ac-field amplitude
:
= . Plots are calculated for various polydispersity indexes. SLP of samples 1–4
at a frequency of 400 kHz. (c) SLP as a function of particle size for
are plotted for comparison with theoretical values. (d) A more recent measurement [212] using a dedicated, commercial [213] hyperthermia measurement system
and an optical pyrometer, shows a clear peak in the SLP as a function of particle size. The data is measured for
nanoparticles, at a frequency of 376 kHz
and field amplitude of 14 kA/m.

D

H = 24 5 kA m

Fe O

Plots of the SLP for the various values measured for the samples are shown in Fig. 14(c). The calculations were done for
,
a salt-water solvent having a specific heat of 4.19
and viscosity 0.0010
.
mass density 1.027
Non-magnetic layer thickness was set to 12 nm corresponding
to the thickness of the surfactant and Pluronic coating. Magand
netic field conditions were set at
. The figure shows that as polydispersity increases,
SLP decreases very rapidly. Additionally, there is a narrow size
range which yields extremely high heating rates with a peak, for
these specific experimental conditions, for particles with diameters 12.5 nm. The SLP for Samples 1–4, including the size distribution based on magnetization measurements, are also plotted
against the theoretical values (scaled to match the data). All the
samples are in good agreement with the theoretical values except for Sample 1 which has a heating rate much higher than expected. The data shows that that heating rate indeed depends on
particle size, although not enough sample sizes were measured
to observe a peak in SLP for these measurement conditions. This
is the first time a size dependant effect has been demonstrated. It
is possible that higher heating rates are achievable by increasing
the magnetic core of the particle to approximately 12.5 and further decreasing the polydispersity of the sample.
Finally, for in vivo applications of MFH, in addition to the
physics of heating, the vast number of known magnetic materials is strongly limited by biocompatibility considerations such

as non-toxicity, sufficient chemical stability, especially of the
coatings and stable magnetic properties in the bioenvironment,
appropriate circulation times and finally, harmless biodegradability. As a result, the majority of the investigations of MFH are
concentrated on the magnetic iron oxides, magnetite
and maghemite
, which are known to be well tolerated by the human body. In the case of such oxides, inductive
heating is not an issue as the material is poorly conducting and,
in nanoparticle form, is also physically too small to sustain a
closed eddy current loop. However, the electrical conductivity
of biological tissue is sufficiently high that an alternating magnetic field may generate eddy currents and cause a non-selective
heating of both cancerous and normal tissue. The heat generated by such induced eddy currents is proportional to the square
, where H is the field amplitude, is the
of the product
applied frequency and D is the diameter of the induced current
loop in the body. Thus, for any fixed diameter of the induced current loop, an upper limit of the heat tolerated by the body is de, of the field amplitude and the
fined in terms of the product,
frequency. Experimentally, this limit has been estimated [214]
. This product has to be considto be
ered3 in determining the conditions for optimizing the specific
heating power (see next section) for a given nanoparticle-appli3Some people doubt that this value is really the absolute maximum. In the
literature, there is evidence for use of higher values (2–5 more) without deleterious effects.

2
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Fig. 15. A typical temperature sensitive polymer, p-NIPAAM shows a conformal change at a critical temperature, LCST. For example, (a) at T > LCST(=
40 C) the polymer is collapsed but (b) is open at T < LCST. (c) p-NIPAAM functionalized magnetite nanoparticles. (d) Pictorial representation of the behavior
of p-NIPAAM functionalized magnetite nanoparticles below and above LCST. Note that when the p-NIPAAM collapses for T > LCST the nanoparticles become
less hydrophilic and agglomerate. (e) The physical change in size can be monitored by ac susceptibility measurements. The peak at higher frequency shifts to larger
values with increasing temperature corresponding to the shrinking of the nanoparticle V ; however, the particles now become hydrophobic and then agglomerate
as reflected in the emerging peak at lower frequencies.

cator combination in a MFH system. Note that sustained application of ferromagnetic resonance, with required frequencies in
the GHz range, is out of consideration because of the deleterious
side effects of such high frequencies on healthy tissue.
B. Drug Delivery With Triggered Release
Ideally, a magnetically responsive drug carrier, such as a
nanoparticle, should have the following important characteris)
tics [215], [216]. It should be small enough (size
to permit capillary-level distribution and a uniform perfusion
of the target. It should have an adequate response to magnetic
fields and field-gradients that are technically feasible, especially for the flow rates found in physiological systems. In
humans, these are 0.05 cm/s (in capillaries) and 2 cm/s (in
arteries). Magnetic drug carriers should not only be able to
carry a wide variety of chemical agents but also have adequate
space to accommodate significant quantities such that they are
able to deliver the required drugs without excessive magnetic
carrier loading. Drug release rates at the target site should be
controllable and predictable. In fact, it would be beneficial to
have a release mechanism that can be triggered by an external
stimulus. Carrier surface characteristics should maximize their
biocompatibility and minimize antigenicity. After delivery,
the carriers should be easily biodegradable or cleared from
the body. Finally, the method of injection should ensure that
carriers enter the target/tumor vasculature before being cleared
by the RES.
Poly ( -isopropylacrylamide) or p-NIPAAM is one of
the most studied temperature-sensitive polymers [217], [218]

and, in aqueous solution, it is well-known to exhibit a sharp
phase transition, called the lower critical solution temperature
(LCST), at a temperature in the range of 298–310 K depending
on the composition. Below the LCST, the p-NIPAAM random
coil chains are hydrated, hydrophilic in nature, and swollen
(Fig. 15(b)). Above the LCST, the chains become hydrophobic,
dehydrated but weakly hydrogen-bonded with water molecules
, in the swollen or
and collapsed (Fig. 15(a)). At
open configuration, they can be loaded with drug molecules
, when they
and as the temperature is raised, i.e.,
collapse, they can release or squeeze the drug molecules out.
By coating iron oxide nanoparticles with p-NIPAAM, their
local temperature can be raised by externally applied ac fields,
a mild form of heating, to trigger the local release of the drugs.
Experimental Details: As synthesized, iron oxide nanoparticles are coated with surfactants, typically oleic acid
(Section III-B). Well-defined p-NIPAAM, separately synthesized by the reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer
process (RAFT) [219], was used to coat these particles by
a surfactant exchange method. Exchange was conducted in
dimethylformamide (DMF). Iron oxide nanoparticles (10 mg)
were dispersed in DMF (1 ml, 1:1) and the mixture was heated
at 70 for 1 h, and later sonicated for 5 min. p-NIPAAM was
dissolved in 3 ml of DMF and added to the iron oxide solution.
for 3 days and centrifuged.
The mixture was heated at 70
The precipitate was washed two times with DMF and then
re-dispersed in distilled de-ionized water (4 ml). The black
solid was dissolved in water and dialyzed against water using
a dialysis membrane of MW cutoff of 20 k for 48 h. These
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p-NIPAAM-coated nanoparticles [220] were characterized by
ac susceptibility and dynamic light scattering (DLS).
The changes in the hydrodynamic volume of the p-NIPAAM-coated iron oxide nanoparticles as a function of
temperature, associated with their swelling and collapse with
increasing temperature from below to above the LCST, can
be detected by using frequency dependent magnetic measurements. The temperature dependent physical behavior is monitored by measuring the imaginary component of the magnetic
susceptibility, , above and below the LCST of p-NIPAAM. A
as a function of frequency correlates
clearly defined peak in
with swelling and collapse of p-NIPAAM. Note that in order
to monitor the changes in hydrodynamic volume by Brownian
rotation the nanoparticles must be ferrimagnetic at room temperature. Hence, magnetite nanoparticles synthesized by the
decomposition of metal fatty acid salts in non-aqueous solvents
[221], such as octadecene, producing bigger ferromagnetic
particles are better suited for this work. Room temperature ferrimagnetism of the nanoparticles was confirmed by hysteresis
measurements using vibration sample magnetometry (VSM).
Typical open loops with a coercivity of 35 Oe were observed
for these nanoparticles (average diameter 33 nm, std. dev. 2.9
nm) as confirmed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
For magnetite, based on bulk values of magnetocrystalline
and a typical measurement
anisotropy
time of 100 s, the characteristic diameter for superparamagnetic
behavior can be estimated to be 27 nm (see, Fig. 3).
For applications of nanoparticles involving their Brownian
relaxation it is important to choose a measurement temperature
below the nanoparticles’ ferrimagnetic blocking temperature
and above the carrier fluid’s freezing temperature. Hence,
control of nanoparticle size and selection of carrier fluid is
important. Since the nanoparticles described above have a
blocking temperature above room temperature, relaxation
measurements can be performed in water, which is a prime
requirement for bioapplications. For smaller nanoparticles,
)
which have lower blocking temperatures (typically,
water/solvent freezing can prevent the nanoparticles from
rotating freely and impede Brownian relaxation measurements.
The Brownian relaxation time of the aqueous ferrofluid is
altered when biomolecules or polymer coatings bind to its
surface because of the change in the hydrodynamic radius
of the biomolecule/polymer-magnetic nanoparticle compared with the magnetic particle alone. Hence binding of
biomolecules/polymers to colloidal magnetic particles can be
detected by measurement of the relaxation time of magnetic
particles. A schematic representation of the measurements on
p-NIPAAM coated magnetic particles, above and below LCST
is shown in Fig. 15(d). Below LCST, the polymer is swollen
and its hydrodynamic volume will be larger. Above LCST
the polymer chains collapse and the hydrodynamic radius is
smaller. These conformal changes should be evident from the
relaxation measurement. Fig. 15(e) shows the frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the ac susceptibility at different
temperatures. The most striking feature seen in these plots is the
evolution and coexistence of two peaks arising from two relax–
ation processes in the system, one at about
Hz (high frequency) and the other at
–
Hz
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(low frequency). The high frequency peak is attributed to the
Brownian relaxation of individual nanoparticles and its shift to
higher frequencies ( 50–100 Hz) with increasing temperature
reflects a decrease in their hydrodynamic volume due to the
collapse of p-NIPAAM above LCST. However, this shift is
very small because even though the hydrodynamic volume of
the particle decreases, the change in viscosity of water over
this temperature range is much larger (more than a factor of
two) and dominates the response. The low frequency peak
is attributed to the aggregation of the nanoparticles in the
ferrofluid. At 280 K, the two peaks are not distinguishable.
At intermediate temperatures both the peaks coexist showing
the relaxation of both individual and agglomerated particles.
At 315 K, the high frequency peak becomes dominant. The
effective hydrodynamic volume can be calculated using the
frequency value of the maximum in the imaginary part of the
susceptibility. As the temperature increases, the low frequency
peak shifts to smaller values consistent with DLS results (not
shown) [222] where it was found that the particle size is smaller
below LCST, while with the increase in temperature, particle
size also increases. However, an increase in temperature above
LCST should collapse the p-NIPAAM molecules on the iron
oxide nanoparticles. This collapse will also cause the nanoparticles to aggregate in solution with increase in temperature
since the surface of the nanoparticles is now hydrophobic. In
summary, such p-NIPAAM-coated magnetite particles hold
promise for triggered release of drugs, where the triggering
mechanism is heating via an externally applied ac field.
C. In Vitro Diagnostics Using AC Relaxation Dynamics
In addition to serving as a universal separation tool
[223]–[225], magnetic nanoparticles can be used as labels
for biosensing with many distinct advantages. The magnetic
properties of the nanoparticles are stable over time and their
magnetism is seldom affected by reagent chemistry or subject to
photobleaching (which is a problem with optical fluorescent labeling). More importantly, there is also no significant magnetic
background present in biological samples (they are weakly
diamagnetic) and magnetic fields are not screened by aqueous
reagents or biomaterials, thus eliminating any interference or
background signals [226].
The response of magnetic nanoparticles, suspended in a
liquid, to a small alternating field with a frequency, , given by
its complex susceptibility, , depends on its relaxation either
through the Brownian or Néel mechanism. Recall that the effective relaxation time ((6.3)) for larger particles is dominated
and is dependent on the hydrodynamic volume,
, of
by
the particle and the viscosity, , of the medium. The Néel relaxation time, , has been discussed earlier (Section VI-A). The
Brownian, Néel and effective relaxation times for magnetite
, a chemical coating 15 nm
particles with
in thickness and suspended in water
are
plotted as a function of size in Fig. 16. Note that a magnetic
core, 20 nm in diameter, will correspond to a hydrodynamic
radius of 25 nm. It is clear that the Néel relaxation time, ,
depends more strongly on the particle size than the Brownian re,
laxation time, . As mentioned, above a critical size,
the Brownian relaxation dominates. For such blocked particles,
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Fig. 16. The dependence of the Brownian, Néel and effective relaxation time
on the particle diameter. The time window is set by the measurement. A coating
and
is
thickness of 15 nm, anisotropy constant,
assumed. (Adapted from Kotitz et al.) [230].

K = 20 kJ=m

T = 300 K

the peak in the imaginary part of the magnetic susceptibility is
determined by
and is inversely proportional to the effective
hydrodynamic volume of the particles:
(6.10)
where
is the hydrodynamic radius of the magnetic nanoparticle. Therefore, if the hydrodynamic radius of the particle were
to increase (Fig. 13(d)) as a result of the specific binding of a
target molecule to the nanoparticle, will increase and the frequency at which the peak in the imaginary component of the
susceptibility is observed will decrease. This sensing scheme for
a specific affinity binding will work provided the nanoparticles
are below the critical size for single domain behavior. Above
this particle size, the relaxation no longer reflects the Brownian
motion but is dominated by internal changes in magnetization
due to domain wall motion. It is straight forward to see how this
change in hydrodynamic radii, say due to specific binding, can
as a function of frebe detected in solution by monitoring
quency. Details of this method to detect specific affinity binding
of biotin-streptavidin [227] and related effects can be found in
the literature. These and related experiments [228] confirm the
theoretical prediction [229] of a potential biosensing scheme
by demonstrating that the shift in the peak frequency of
can serve as a sensitive measure of specific binding of targeted
molecules in solution to functionalized magnetic particles.
D. Contrast Agents for MRI and Molecular Imaging
The intensity of MRI signal from a volume of tissue is a function of the extrinsic, user-selected imaging parameters and the
inherent properties of the tissues. The latter includes the density
of protons,
, the longitudinal relaxation time, , in the direction of the stationary field, , the transverse relaxation time,
, in the plane normal to , the magnetic susceptibility and
any motion of the tissue. In practice, for most soft tissues there
is very little variation in the proton density,
, and hence,
and
have the most influence on image contrast. Therefore,
- and
-weighted images are interpreted in terms of

tissue characteristics and used for diagnostic purposes. Howand
are
ever, in many tissues, the intrinsic variations in
also very small and hence, to image them external agents are
routinely used to enhance contrast. Such contrast agents are administered orally, by inhaling or by intravenous injection. The
choice of contrast agents for MRI depends on the mode of delivery that, in turn, depends on the tissue of interest. As a rule,
positive contrast agents—those that influence
relaxation to
give brighter contrast—are easier to detect in the MRI images
than negative contrast agents—those that influence
to create
darker contrast—and are preferred by doctors and radiologists.
In general, there are some important criteria that need to be
met in the design of any MRI contrast agent [231]: (a) it must
be able to favorably alter the parameters that determine contrast
and must also do so efficiently, at low enough concentrations,
to minimize dose and avoid any potential toxicity; (b) for the
chosen mode of delivery, the contrast agent should have appropriate characteristics to be preferentially delivered to a specific
tissue or organ, relative to the rest of the body. In other words,
it must be possible to functionalize them for direct targeting or
their size must be controllable, without adversely affecting their
magnetic properties, for indirect targeting using local variations
in the permeability of the vasculature. (c) In addition, potential
agents must remain localized at the target site long enough for
imaging to be performed, after which they must be cleared and
excreted from the body in a reasonable time (several hours) to
minimize any effects of potential chronic toxicity. (d) Finally,
from a practical point of view, the contrast agents must have
sufficient shelf life with stable magnetic properties in vitro for
at least a few months.
The most effective contrast agents are those that have the
greatest magnetic interaction with the hydrogen nuclei and
affect their relaxation times [232]. Diamagnetic materials have
very weak, negative, magnetic susceptibilities and include
water, blood and most organic compounds. Their effects on
MR imaging signals are negligible. Paramagnetic materials
on the other hand have a net positive, magnetic susceptibility;
the magnetic moment of the paramagnetic ion is proportional
to the number of unpaired spins. Theoretically, its relaxivity
contribution (see (6.8)), or the measure of how it influences
the magnetic relaxation of neighboring protons, is proportional
, where denotes its spin quantum number. In
to
addition, for paramagnetic ions to be used as successful relaxation/contrast agents, they must collectively retain their electron
spins along the applied field direction for a sufficiently long
time. Therefore, these ions with large spin quantum numbers
and the longest spin relaxation times, such as
,
and
have been intensely
studied as paramagnetic agents for contrast enhancement in
MRI [233].
The interactions between a paramagnetic contrast agent
and its neighboring protons (water molecules) are two-fold.
The scalar or inner-space relaxation refers to the effects of
the formation of a strong exchange interaction between water
molecules and the paramagnetic ion. It is proportional to the
number of water molecules that can bind to each paramagnetic
ion in a given time. Therefore, the shorter the residence or
interaction time of a single water molecule, the greater the
exchange interaction with the paramagnetic ions, and the larger
the relaxation enhancement. In practice, most of the metal
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ions are potentially toxic and to reduce their toxicity they are
often administered in a chelated form. A chelate with a high
affinity coefficient for the metal ions ensures the stability of
the paramagnetic ion in vivo and reduces their acute toxicity.
However, chelation also reduces the number of sites available
for the water molecule to bind. In fact, chelated transition
,
, etc.) lose all their inner coordination
metal ions (
sites, and hence, most of the relaxation effects. On the other
) have a sufficiently large
hand, the Lanthanides (e.g.,
number of binding sites to bind with water molecules even
after chelation. For example, chelated Gd-DTPA (diethylene
tetramine pentacetic acid) is a highly stable, effective relaxation
agent [234] that has been evaluated [235] and approved for
human use. The second or outer-space relaxation is determined
by the magnetostatic or dipole-dipole interactions between
the paramagnetic ions and protons. It is determined by three
parameters: (a) the strength of the two magnetic moments,
(b) the separation between the two dipoles and (c) the relative
motion of the two dipoles. Since the magnetic moment of
the proton is much smaller (by a factor of 660) than that
of the unpaired electron spin, the effect is dominated by the
electron-proton interactions, i.e., proton-proton interactions can
be neglected. Further, for a separation, , between the electron
;
and the proton, the dipolar field of the electron scales as
this orients the nearby protons, following which, the dipolar
electron-proton interaction takes place, which also scales as
. This effectively gives a
dependence in the interaction
energy and hence, the more closely the water molecule can
approach a paramagnetic ion, the more efficient will be the
relaxation enhancement. Clearly, access to the core of the
contrast agent where the paramagnetic ion is situated and the
use of carrier ligands that minimize the distance of closest
approach are desirable [236]. Finally, the relaxation effect is
proportional to the number of water molecules that can have
dipolar interactions with the same paramagnetic ion. This will
be determined by the rate at which the paramagnetic ion can
rotate and translate in space.
In addition to the ionic contrast agents, fine, superparamagnetic particles, with significantly larger magnetic moments compared to chelated paramagnetic ions, are also used as contrast
agents. When superparamagnetic particles are introduced into
the body, then subjected to a magnetic field and temporarily
magnetized, the magnetic field distribution in surrounding tissue
is altered over distances and times that are long on an atomic
scale. Because of their relatively larger magnetic moments (
a few thousand
), superparamagnetic particles create large
heterogeneous magnetic field (gradients) through which water
molecules diffuse. Such diffusion causes a dephasing of the
proton magnetic moments affecting their magnetization in MRI.
Typically, such dephasing shortens their transverse relaxation
times, . Ferrimagnetic iron oxide crystals, in magnetite form,
with core sizes below the superparamagnetic limit at room temperature are commonly used as MRI contrast agents [237]. Their
size also ensures no remanent magnetization and avoids clustering in the absence of an applied field. They come in a range
of sizes with different functional coatings and are referred to
as superparamagnetic iron oxides, SPIO [238], ultrasmall SPIO
or USPIO [239], monocrystalline iron oxide nanocompounds,
MION [240], etc. Even though SPIOs are good
contrast
agents, their relatively large size and size distribution (volume
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weighted average diameter 12 nm) [241] should be considered carefully for targeting and delivery to tissue. However, the
low toxicity of Fe, which is normally handled in the various
metabolic pathways, makes these agents very attractive. A standard clinical administration of 50–100 mg Fe or 0.01–0.02 mM
Fe/kg is low compared to the Fe stored (3500 mg) in the body.
The addition of a contrast agent (solute) causes an increase in
and
,
the longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates,
respectively of the nuclei of interest (protons) in the diamagnetic
solvent (water). Their contributions are additive and given by the
simple equation [242]:
(6.11)
where
is the observed relaxation rate in the presis the diamagnetic relaxence of the contrast agent,
ation rate of the solvent alone in the absence of the contrast
is the additional contribution from the conagents and
trast agents (solute). For sufficiently dilute concentrations of the
solute, solute-solute interactions can be neglected and the relaxation rates of the solvent are linearly dependent (Fig. 17(a)) on
the concentration, [M], of the contrast agents:
(6.12)
where the relaxivity,
is defined as the slope of the above
linear dependence. The relaxivity, measured in units of
or
, defines the ability of a fixed concentration of the contrast agent to increase the relaxation rate,
which corresponds to a decrease in relaxation time.
contrast agents are
Typical relaxivity data for a number of
shown in Table I.
and ,
is also shown in the table. For
In addition to
MRI, two major types of pulse sequences are used. Spin echo
sequences use two RF pulses to create the echo, which measures
and . On the
the signal intensity and is used to measure
other hand, gradient echo sequences use a single RF pulse followed by a gradient pulse to create the echo. In the latter case,
the signal is affected by the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field
and the timing parameters and hence, the combined effect of
and the field inhomogeneity is measured as .
Experimental Details: In this context, nanostructured inorganic nanoparticles and core-shell structures can be used as MRI
contrast agents with the advantages of flexible surface modification characteristics [244] for targeting and particle dissolution. Specifically, manganese based nanoparticles have potencontrast agents that can be “activated” when taken into
tial as
cells. For example, Mn oxides or Mn carbonates are insoluble at
but dissolve to release
at the lower pH found in
the endosome-lysosome pathway. The dissolution of Mn based
particles in an acidic environment leads to large enhancement
of the
relaxation rate [245]. In addition,
can leave the
endosome-lysosome pathway to fill the entire cell leading to a
much larger volume distribution of the contrast agent. Control
of the rate of dissolution of Mn based nanoparticles can then
control
contrast signals, in vivo with time. Based on a study
of five different coatings on MnO nanocrystals to test the release rate of the
ions and change in relaxivity at pH 7
compared to pH 5, we have found that
nanoparticles (Fig. 8) had the best dynamic range for contrast change
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Fig. 17. (a) Linear dependence of the relaxivity with the concentration of contrast agents (magnetite, 9 nm diameter) (b) relaxivity (mM s ) of monodispersed,
ferrimagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles as a function of size; note that there is no obvious scaling with size (c) relaxivities (same data) scale linearly as a product
of anisotropy constant and the volume.
TABLE I
RELAXIVITIES (mMol s ) OF OUR NANOPARTICLES AS A FUNCTION OF SIZE WITH COMPARISON TO THREE COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE IRON OXIDE
FORMULATIONS: COMBIDEX, FERIDEX AND BANGS. NOTE THE EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE OVERALL AND ESPECIALLY THOSE OF THE 2 nm PARTICLES,
WHICH MAY BE ABLE TO PENETRATE THE BLOOD-BRAIN-BARRIER [243]

when the pH was lowered. Both phantom and animal experiments were conducted. In the latter case, particles were injected
into the brain of rats in the region of the thalamus [246], in
order to test the rate of dissolution and subsequent neuronal
tracing of the released
. Five rats received 100 nL of 16.8
mM
solution into the left hemisphere and
solution into the right hemisphere. Images were acquired with
an 11.7 T/31 cm horizontal bore magnet (Magnex Scientific
Ltd., Abingdon, UK), which was interfaced to a Bruker Avance
console (Bruker Biospin, Billerica, MA, USA). A Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo (MP-RAGE) sequence was
, maused. Sixteen coronal slices with
trix 256 256, thickness
(
, Echo
,
, number of segments
,
Averages
) were used to cover the area of interest at 100
in-plane resolution in 34 min. The
nanoparticles showed the smallest relaxivity (0.3
) at neutral
pH, which was stable over time; moreover, they had the best dynamic range for contrast change when the pH was lowered. Time
dependent relaxivity measurements at pH 5.0 in acetate buffer
solution showed values increasing to 2.44
by 53 min
to 6.1
after 75 h. This final relaxivity is equivalent to
indicating that the particles had completely dissolved.
The release rate of
ions was faster for the first 5 h, subsequently slowing down after 10 h. MP-RAGE images of the rat
brain (Fig. 18) showed that the signal intensity at the injection
particles (right sides in images) increased
site of
with time consistent with the slow dissolution rate measured in
injection (left sides of imvitro. The signal at the site of
ages) was elevated at the first image after injection and began to

ions to different
decrease slightly due to tracing of the
parts of the brain. In summary, in vivo MRI of
particles injected into the brain showed time-dependent signal
changes consistent with the in vitro rates. The
particles show the best potential for delaying the release of MRI
contrast until specific biological processes have occurred, such
as endocytosis.
The rapid delivery of chelated molecules and nanoparticles
in the blood to the interstitium of the tissues is based on diffusion and the sizes of the pores of the capillary (Section II-C);
hence, the endothelial cells lining their walls regulate the permeability of the agents. Charge and concentration further complicate this simple picture. The increased permeability of the
tumor vasculature allows the delivery of contrast agents by indirect tumor targeting as has been discussed earlier (the EPR effect
[49]). Fenestrated capillaries are also found in gastrointestinal
mucosa, endocrine and exocrine glands. Finally, particles over
50 nm in diameter are largely cleared by the RES (Kupfer cells
in the liver and macrophages in the spleen and lymph nodes)
because these capillaries are sinusoidal (Fig. 4(d)) with pores
larger than 100 nm. Including their surface modification for stability in the aqueous phase, nanoparticles of magnetite, in the
form of colloids are typically in the 10–20 nm size range. In fact,
nanoparticles of 20 nm diameter are relatively large (20 nm
corresponds to a globular protein molecule of 720 kDa in size)
that should be taken into consideration with respect to effective
delivery. Size control of SPIO particles helps to prolong blood
circulation time and control their biodistribution. For example,
comparatively larger SPIO particles such as AMI-25 (80 nm)
[81] and SHU-555A (60 nm) [247] are rapidly cleared from the
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Fig. 18. The stereotactic atlas represents where the particles were injected. (Top-left corner) The yellow spots are the expected injection sites, which are ventral
posteromedial thalamic nuclei (VPM). The relaxivity change with time plot shows that
was released from
in the acetate buffer solutions (pH
5.0). (Bottom-left corner) The right part of this figure shows the in vivo signal intensity change with time. Spots in the right side of images are the injection sites of
particles and left side are the control
solutions. It clearly shows that particles slowly dissolved and the signal intensity increased with time.

MnO@SiO

MnCl

blood circulation by the liver with a half-life of 8–10 min. They
do not even reach the bone marrow or lymph nodes [248]. The
threshold size for the RES of the liver and spleen is about 20 nm
and hence, smaller SPIOs such as AMI-227 (20 nm) [249] with
a half-life of 200 min and MION-46 (18–24 nm) [240] with a
half-life of 180 min, remain in the blood long enough for a small
fraction to leak into the interstitium and are then cleared by the
mononuclear phagocyte system to subsequently accumulate in
the lymph nodes. Thus, 20 nm diameter particles are used as intravenous agents for delivery to systemic lymph nodes [250].
Magnetoliposomes [251] or vesicles with a nanometer-size
magnetic core, typically magnetite, wrapped in a phospholipids
bilayer can function as MR contrast agents with the added advantage, due to their ability to encapsulate drugs and genes, of
combining diagnostics and therapy. They are prepared by many
different methods [252] and to improve circulation times PEGylated phospholipids complexes are incorporated in the bilayer.
The latter have been effective in targeting the bone marrow
[253]. In fact, liposomes have been studied as preferential contrast agents for the RES and have demonstrated [254], [255]
specific contrast enhancement of the liver. However, liposome
encapsulated
agents such as those incorporating Gd-DTPA
have weaker
than the same concentration of free Gd-DTPA.
The process of
shortening, as discussed earlier, requires the
direct interaction between protons and the magnetic components of the contrast agents. The restricted access of the extracapsular water molecules to the contrast agents in the interior of
the liposomes makes them less effective. Additional problems
arise due to the comparatively long half-life of several days for
the hepatic clearance of Gd-DTPA and the associated potential
toxicity [256]. Finally, a typical MION-46 agent, with mean particle diameter of 18–24 nm and
is estimated to require a minimum concentration of
for visibility in MRI. This makes it potentially feasible to use
them as labels for receptor contrast enhanced imaging.
E. Magnetic Particle Imaging: A Complementary Imaging
Paradigm
As we have already seen, contrast agents and tracers used
in medical imaging provide critical information for diagnostics
and therapy. The two inter-related parameters that define the applicability of any medical imaging technique are spatial resolution and the sensitivity or detection threshold. The latter, in the
case of contrast agents used in magnetic resonance imaging in

Mn

MnO@SiO

both in vitro [257] and in vivo [258] applications, appear to be
limited by the background signal from the host tissue. Alternatively, measurements of the magnetic relaxation of nanoparticles, proposed [259] as a novel tool for high-resolution in vivo
diagnostics, while very sensitive, is associated with difficulties
in back transforming the data to retrieve a high spatial resolution image. Magnetic particle imaging (MPI), in principle, overcomes these limitations by using the magnetization response
of superparamagnetic nanoparticles to generate a tomographic
image that is characterized by both high spatial resolution and
high sensitivity.
The concept [260] of MPI is straightforward as it depends on
the nonlinearity of the magnetization curve for a superparamagnetic material and the fact that the magnetization is eventu, greater than the saturation
ally saturated for any finite field,
field, , i.e.,
. In the absence of a static field that is
constant over time, if the magnetic particles are subject to an
oscillating or “modulating” field with frequency, , and amplitude, , their response, M(t), will vary with time and because it
is non-linear, will contain higher harmonics (Fig. 19(a)). Since
is strong and characteristic of the parthe third4 harmonic
ticle response, it can be exploited for signal detection. The other
harmonic frequencies are separated from the signal by appropriate filtering. The spatial localization of the signal is accomplished by considering how the harmonic response varies when
a static or time-constant magnetic field is superimposed on the
, is strong, the particle
modulating field. If the static field,
magnetization saturates and then the superposition of a small
, modulating field results in a negligible
amplitude,
change in the saturation magnetization. All the harmonics are
then suppressed (Fig. 19).
To localize the MPI signal and to implement a spatial
encoding scheme, these differences are exploited by superimposing a spatially varying static field, called the selection field
on the modulating field. The selection field (Fig. 19(c)) is such
that it vanishes at the center of the imaging device (referred to
as the zero-field point or ZFP) and increases very rapidly in
magnitude towards the edges (a strong field gradient is desirable). As a result, when the magnetic particles or tracers occupy
the ZFP they produce a strong MPI signal. However, because
4To be general—Other harmonics may also be used for signal generation. In
fact, the strengths of higher harmonics will determine the spatial resolution of
MPI.
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Fig. 19. Response of magnetic particles to external magnetic field. (a) Normal response to an oscillatory, AC modulation field. (b) Saturated response when a static
field, H is superimposed on the AC modulation field. Now, the strong harmonics arising from the non-linear response, observed earlier in (a), are suppressed.
(c) An assembly of permanent magnets designed to apply the selection field. A single point is space is designed to be the zero field point. (d) MPI performance
for magnetite NMPs. K is fixed at 25 kJ=m : SNR per volume of magnetite, plotted as a function of nanoparticle size at several drive frequencies (f ). (e)
Experimental MPI performance for magnetite NMP samples of increasing size showing a maximum signal at 15 nm diameter. Also shown are several simulated
curves for different K values, with experimental data most closely matching K
20 kJ=m .



of the large spatial field gradient any magnetic particle away
from the ZFP would be magnetically saturated and contribute
nothing to the MPI signal. A tomographic image is then formed
by simply moving the sample within the selection field gradient
or, conversely, moving the ZFP through the sample volume.
In summary, MPI images are truly quantitative and are obtained by directly mapping the harmonic signal from magnetic
nanoparticles or tracers when subjected to a combination of
an oscillating/modulating field and static but spatially varying
field gradient. Both the sensitivity and the spatial resolution are
determined by the magnetic characteristics, M(H), of the particles. The former is proportional to the saturation magnetization,
, and the latter depends on the susceptibility,
, of the
also depends on the mode
superparamagnetic particles.
of relaxation (Néel or Brownian) and hence, on the operating
magnetic anisotropy, , as well. Most importantly, the particle
characteristics should be optimized to match the frequency of
the modulating field.
The selection field, in its simplest form, can be set up by two
permanent magnets facing each other to generate the ZFP [260].
Alternatively, simultaneous acquisition of the signal from multiple voxels, in a manner similar to magnetic resonance imaging
[261], can be accomplished in two dimensions by generating a

zero-field line (ZFL) using a system of multiple coils assembled
on a circle [262]. Moreover, in practice, slow physical movement of the sample through the ZFP can be replaced by applying
drive fields that can move the ZFP in an accelerated fashion
through the sample volume [263].
As a first approximation, the theoretical resolution, R, for the
MPI system is given by
(6.13)
is the modulating field strength at which the matewhere
rial produces substantial higher harmonics. A reasonable first
is obtained by equating the thermal enapproximation for
ergy with the Zeeman energy of the magnetite nanoparticles,
for particles 30 nm
giving
in diameter.
is the largest spatial derivative of the selection
field component and corresponds roughly to the point of half
of the maximum of the derivative of the magnetization curve of
(or 2.7
)
the particle. A value of
is reasonable for the same particles giving
. In
initial, proof-of-principle experiments, comparing the measured
performance to the Langevin theory, applicable to these superparamagnetic magnetite nanoparticles, it was estimated [260]
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that the detection limit of the system was
at
a resolution of 1 mm. This is well within the dosage range allowed for medical use [81]. However, it is suggested that further
improvements in the monodispersity of the magnetite nanoparticles and the recording electronics can lower the detection limits
. These estimates of the detection limits are
to 20
based on a comparison of the effective magnetization of MPI
with MRI and neglects the dependence of the resolution on the
signal to noise ratio (SNR). In fact, assuming that all the noise
sources in the MPI system can be combined into a single source
and represented by the resistance of the recording coils, the performance of the MPI system has been simulated [264]. Even
though the resistance of the coils due to eddy current losses in
the patient varies as the square of the frequency [265], an upper
bound of the value of the noise at a frequency of 1 MHz was
used. It was shown that a SNR 10 in MPI can be achieved at
of 20
1 mm resolution for a concentration of 10
nm diameter magnetite nanoparticles [266] (Fig. 19(d)).
It is clear that the MPI signal strength and spatial resolution are both determined by the magnitude of the harmonic
signal, which in turn, depends on the magnetization curve of
the nanoparticles used as tracers. The magnetization curve of
superparamagnetic particles, subject to an alternating field can
, as
be modeled using the Langevin function,
(6.14)
modified to include the complex susceptibility, which is a function of the effective relaxation time, , arising from the Néel
,
and Brownian processes. A log-normal size distribution,
has also been assumed. For these magnetite nanoparticles, the
relationship between the third harmonic response and the MPI
signal strength has been modeled [266] for an alternating field
at 50 kHz
and a simple sinusoidal
amplitude of 10
receiving coil, consisting of 40 turns of wire wound around a 10
.
mm diameter NMR tube, tuned to resonate at 150 kHz
Neglecting sample losses which are relatively small, the SNR
, can be expressed as
per volume of magnetic particles,
the ratio of the induced
in the coil to the Johnson noise
[267]
(6.15)
is the magnitude of the third harmonic of the
where
is the
magnetic nanoparticle magnetization in A/m,
axial field produced by unit current in the receiving coil (2.25
), T is the coil temperature in Kelvin,
is the
is the bandwidth of
AC coil resistance (0.238 Ohm), and
the receiver (1 kHz). The SNR performance as a function of
particle size and frequency (Fig. 19(d)), including additional
losses to account for the skin effect [268] at higher frequencies
at 1.5 Mhz
and
(
at 15 Mhz
), shows that for a fixed frequency MPI system,
there exists a maximum achievable sensitivity corresponding
to an optimal nanoparticle size. Generally, the optimum particle size will be the largest particle that exhibits a magnetic
relaxation time shorter than the period of the driving AC field.
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For the calculated optimal size of 16 nm (diameter), assuming
and an alternating field amplitude of 10
that
, the predicted SNR is
per particle volume.
For a SNR 5, this requires only
of materials or
of magnetite. Finally, unlike sensitivity, the spatial
resolution has no frequency dependence but depends on the
particle size and the sharpness of the field gradient. As such, the
resolution can be improved either by using larger particles or
by reducing the RF field amplitude, with the understanding that
sensitivity will suffer if the chosen particle diameter exceeds
the optimum value.
To further test the modeling work described above, MPI
signal performance was measured [269] using a custom-built
transceiver that was specially designed for detecting the third
harmonic of nanoparticle magnetization. During its operation,
sample harmonics are excited using an air-cooled solenoid
that is driven at 250 kHz using a commercial radio-frequency
(RF) amplifier (Hotek Technologies, Model AG1017L). Harmonics are then detected using a smaller receiver coil and
counter-windings that both reside coaxially inside. To narrow
receiver bandwidth and provide optimal power transfer for
harmonic detection, the receiver coil is tuned and matched to
50 at 750 kHz. Induced harmonics are also amplified using
24 dB of gain before detection with a commercial spectrum
analyzer (Rohde & Schwarz, Model FSL303). During testing,
the transceiver transmitter coil was driven with 10 W of RF
power. To assess measurement variability, MPI signal testing
was performed in triplicate. For each triplicate, 3 small cuvettes
of sample and their concentrations
were filled with 100
were measured. Sample cuvettes were then inserted into the
transceiver coils. A peak in the harmonic signal vs. diameter
is observed (Fig. 19(e)) indicating that there is an optimum
nanoparticle diameter of 15 nm for MPI at 250 kHz and in
fact, choosing 15 nm particles leads to 30-fold gains in MPI
signal per mg Fe over commercially available particles. While
our best sample gives substantial improvement over commercial agents, its efficiency for MPI imaging at 250 kHz can be
even further improved by narrowing its size distribution. We
expect at least a factor of two improvements in efficiency by
reducing from 0.22 to our targeted value of 0.1.
In summary, magnetic particle imaging compares very well
with existing molecular imaging tools (Table II) that use a variety of electromagnetic radiation. Its projected spatial resolution is comparable to that of computed X-ray tomography, and
if its sensitivity can be further enhanced it is expected to be as
good as positron emission tomography. Moreover, the imaging
is quantitative and can be obtained in real time; all these attributes make it a very promising development.
VII. OUTLOOK AND CHALLENGES
The broad outlook for biomedical nanomagnetics is very
promising as it moves into the next phase of innovative translational research with emphasis on development of quantitative
in vivo imaging, targeted and triggered drug release, and image
guided therapy including validation of delivery and therapy
response. To be clinically successful, as has been discussed
earlier, in addition to optimizing the physical properties of the
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TABLE II
A COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT BIOMEDICAL IMAGING METHODS (MODIFIED FROM MASSOUD AND GAMBHIR [16])

nanoparticles or their surface modifications, it requires coordinated advances in multiple disciplines and methodologies
including imaging, nanomagnetics, drug delivery, toxicity,
particokinetics and pharmacological studies.
The first strategic objective is to tailor the properties of the
nanoparticle core for optimal magnetic response (static or dynamic) within the biological size constraints. Numerous alloys
of Fe and Co can be readily synthesized in nanoparticle form
with superior magnetic properties. However, most of these are
not biocompatible and even though they may possess enviable
magnetic properties, typically, they are not suitable for in vivo
applications. An alternative, practically viable strategy is to take
a well-known magnetic material, e.g., magnetite, that has already been approved for human use such that when its size-dependent magnetic characteristics are optimized and its surface
suitably functionalized, following appropriate cytotoxicity and
particokinetics studies, it stands a very high chance of being
readily used in vivo. One of the limitations of using a ferrimagnetic material such as magnetite is its relatively low saturation
magnetization. Many applications only require a large magnetic
moment
. Increasing the volume eventually makes
the nanoparticles ferromagnetic at room temperature and prone
to agglomeration. One way to overcome the problem of agglomeration is to exploit the fabrication of larger synthetic antiferromagnetic elements by nanofabrication methods (Section III-D).
In addition, even though shape anisotropy is known to play an

important role in magnetism, very little work has been done
in synthesizing and utilizing nanoparticles with non-spherical
shapes. This is a promising avenue for further work.
The second vital objective for in vivo applications is to ensure
that the nanoparticles used, including their surface functionalization, should not show any cytotoxicity, nor should they affect cellular physiology and normal cell functionality. Assessing
the biocompatibility of the nanoparticles is a nontrivial
and significant effort is required to work with and develop standard assays to assess cytotoxicity, cell viability, nanoparticle uptake, cellular morphology and proliferation, etc. Further, unlike
chemical drugs, nanoparticles can diffuse, settle and agglomerate. In cell culture studies these can be shown to be a function
of systemic and particle properties including their number density, viscosity, particle shape and size, etc. Such agglomeration
can affect the magnetic behavior as well. Further, preliminary
work [173] has shown that when rates of diffusion and gravitational particle delivery are included, the trends and magnitude
of cellular dose as a function of particle size and density differ
significantly from those implied by “concentration” doses.
The role of conjugating the nanoparticles with appropriate
small molecules for specific targeting (ligand-targeted therapeutics, Section V) cannot be overemphasized. This is equally true
for drug delivery, imaging and especially image-guided therapy.
In fact, the successful development of the emerging technique
of magnetic particle imaging (Section VI-E), which shows great
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promise, will depend significantly on effective conjugation of
selective molecular targeting agents on nanoparticle surfaces.
Last, but not least, much work is still required in functionalization, evaluating and ensuring that the nanoparticles are biocompatible and have sufficiently large circulation times.
A specific challenge for hyperthermia is to develop a
nanoparticle/applicator combination that minimizes nanoparticle dose. To accomplish this, in addition to optimizing the
physics of heating (Section VI-A), further developments in
realistic heating models, including perfusion, and systematic studies with phantoms are required. Further, adjuvant
therapy combining magnetic fluid hyperthermia (MFH)
with chemo-radiation strategies appears to hold the greatest
promise in oncology. A holy grail in the field is to combine MRI with MFH, perhaps using existing MRI machines.
, the gyromagnetic ratio for the nuclear
For protons
and hence, for a field,
spins,
, the Larmor precessional frequency, , is in the
.
radio frequency range, i.e.,
Since resonant frequencies of nanoparticles scale inversely
with size, to combine the two would be difficult. Moreover,
this will require the development of ultra-small nanoparticle
magnetic agents, typically 1 nm in diameter. If magnetite is
, this
used, with crystallographic lattice parameter
raises challenging questions about fundamental ferrimagnetic
correlation in structures smaller than the unit cell as well as
the role of surface anisotropies in determining their magnetic
behavior. Alternatively, a more promising approach would be
to combine MFH with recently proposed machines for MPI.
Finally, for in vivo applications, studies of the eventual biodistribution and clearance of the nanoparticles from the body are
of paramount importance.
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